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Dear Mr. Summar and Mr. Lamprecht,

The Provider Reimbursement Board (Board) has reviewed the jurisdictional documents in the
above-referenced appeal. The jurisdictional decision of the Board is set forth below.

Background

Merit Health Northwest Mississippi is appealing the amount of Medica¡e Reimbursement as
determined by its Medicare Contractor in an Original Notice of Program Reimbursement (NPR)
dated December 2,2016. The Provider timely filed an appeal from the NPR onMay 26,2017.
The Model Form A- úrdividual Appeal Request presented eleven issues:

1. DSH Payment Supplemental Security income (SSI) Percentage (Provider Specific)
2. DSH /SS I (Systemic Errors)
3. DSH SSI Fractior/ Medicare Managed Care Pa.rt C Days
4. DSH SSI Fraction/ Dual Eligible Days
5. DSH Medicaid Fraction/ Medicare Managed Care Part C Days
6. DSH Medicaid Fraction/ Dual Eligible Days
7. DSH Medicaid Eligible Days
8. DSH Medicare Managed Care Part C Days
9. DSH Dual Eligible Days
10. Uncompensated Care ("UCC') Distribution Pool
I 1. 2 Midnight Census IPPS Pa)'rnent Reduction.

On January 31, 2018 the Board received transfer requests from the Provider for the following
issues:

- Issue 2: Supplemental Security Income Percentage, PRRB CN: 17-0578GC;
- Issue 3: SSI FractiorVMedicare Managed Ca¡e Part C Days. PRRB CN: 17-0576GC;
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Issue 4: DSH SSI Fraction/ Dual Eligible Days, PRRB CN: 17-0575GC;
Issues 5 & 8: Medicaid Fraction/ Medicare Managed Care Part C Days, PRRB
CN:17-0574GC;
Issues 6 & 9: Medicaid Fraction/ Dual Eligible Days Group, PRRB CN: 17-0577GC;
Issue 10: Uncompensated Care ("UCC') Distribution Pool, PRRB CN: 17-0573;
Issue 1l: 2 Midnight Census IPPS Payment Reduction, PRRB CN: 17-0572GC.

Two issues remain pending: the SSI Provider Specific and Medicaid Eligible Days issues.

Medicare Contractor Contentions

The Medicare Contractor has challenged jurisdiction over 5 issues: SSI Provider Specific;
Medicaid Eligible Days; Medicare Managed Care Part C Days; Dual Eligible Days; and UCC
Distribution Pool.

SSI Provider Specific

The Medicare Contractor argues that the Boa¡d does not have jurisdiction over the SSI Provide¡
Specific issue because it is duplicative of the SSI Systemic Errors issue and is an issue that is
suitable for reopening, but it is not an appealable issue.l The Medicare Contractor goes on to
explain that in tle context ofan SSI realignment request, it has not made a final determination
with which a Provider could be dissatisfied, therefore the Board does not have jurisdiction
pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835. The Medicare Contractor concludes that the Provider cannot
appeal the realignment of its SSI percentage or try to leverage its appeal regarding the validity of
the SSI percentage by including the realigDment as an appeal issue.2

Medicaid Eligible Days

The Medicare Contractor argues that adjustments 22,28 and,29, to which the Provider cited as a

source of dissatisfaction, do not render a final determination with respect to additional Medicaid
Eligible days. Adjustment 29 updated the SSI ratio and adjustment 22 updates worksheet S-3,
part 1 to reflect the Providers PS+R. The Provider also cites to adjustment 28 which removed
protested amounts, but eligible days weren't protested on the protest worksheet.3

Medicare Managed Care Part C Days and Dual Eligible Days

The Medicare Cont¡actor contends that Issue 8, Medicare Managed Care Part C Days, is
duplicative of Issues 3 and 5, the SSI and Medicaid fraction Part C Days issues. The Medicare
Contractor also contends that Issue 9, Dual Eligible days, is duplicative oflssues 4 and 6, the SSI
and Medicaid fraction Dual Eligible Days issues.a

I MedicaÌe Cortlactor's Jurisdictional Challenge at 2-3.
2 I(t. àt 4.
3 Id.
4 Id. at 4-5.
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UCC Distribution Pool

The Medicare Contractor also challenged jurisdiction over the uncompensated care issue,
however that issue was transferred to a group appeal on January 31,2018, therefore the issue will
not be acldressed in this individual appeal.

Provider's Contentions

SSI Provider SpeciJic

The Provider coltelds that the Medicare Coltractor is incomect when arguing that the DSII/SSI
realignment issue is not an appealable issue.s The Provider states that the Provider is addressing
not only a realignfi\ent ofthe SSI percentage but also addressing various errors of omission and
commission that do not fit into the "systemic errors" category.6 Thus, the Provider argues that
this is an appealable item because the Medicare Contractor specifically adjusted the Provider's
SSI percentage and the Provider is dissatisfied with the amount ofDSH payments that it received
for fiscal year end ("FYE") as a result of its understated SSI percentage.T

Further, the Provider ass erts that in Northeast Hospital Corporation v. Sebelius,657 F.3d 1 (D.C.
Cir..201 1), the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ('CMS') abandoned the CMS
Administrator's December 1, 2008 decision.8 The decision here that was abandoned was that the
SSI ratio cannot be revised based upon updated data after it has been calculated by CMS.e Thus,
tle Provider reasons that it can submit data to prove its SSI percentage was understated.

Medicaid Eligible Days

The Provider argues that the Board has jurisdiction over the Medicaid Eligible Days issue
because there was an adjustment to the DSH on its cost report, which is enough to warrant
jurisdiction. The Provider also argues that DSH does not have to be adjusted or claimed on a cost
report. It also cites to delays in receiving information from the'state as a'þractical
impediment."lo

Medicare Part C and Dual Eligíble Days Duplìcate Issues

The Provider agrees that there are duplicate issues and requests that Issue 5 be consolidated with
Issue 8 and that Issue 6 be consolidated with Issue 9.rl

5 Provider's Jurisdictional Response at 2.
6 Id.

'7 Id.
I Id.
eId.

to Id. at 3.
tt Id. at 12.
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Boardts Decision

SSI Provider Specific

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the SSI Provider Specific issue. The
jurisdictional analysis for Issue No. t has two relevant aspects to consider: 1) the Provider
disagreeing with how the Medicare Contractor computed the SSI percentage that would be used
to determine the DSH percentage, and 2) the Provider preserving its right to request realignment
of the SSI percentage from the federal fiscal year to its cost reporting period.

'lhe lirst aspect of lssue No. l-the Provider disagreeing with how the Medicare Contractor
computed the SSI percentage that would be used to determine the DSH percentage-is
duplicative of the Systemic Errors issue that the Provider transferred to case no. 17-0578GC and

is dismissed by the Board.l2 The DSH PaymenVSSI Percentage (Provider Specific) issue
concerns 'ïhether the Medicare Administrative Contractor used the correct Supplemental
Security Income percentage in the Disproportionate Share Hospital Calculation."l3 The
Provider's legal basis for its SSI Provider Specific ìssue also asserts that "the Medicare
Contractor did not determine Medicare DSH reimbursement in accordance with the Statutory
instructions at 42IJ.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXi)."14 The Provider argues that "its SSI percentage
published by [CMS] was incorrectly computed . . . ." and it ". . . specifically disagrees with the
MAC's calculation of the computation of the DSH percentage set forth at 42 C.F.R.

$ 412.106(bx2)(i) of the Secretary's Regulations."rs

The Provider's Systemic Errors issue is "Whether the Secretary properþ calculated the
Provider's Disproportionate Share Hospital/Supplemental Security Income percentage." Thus,
the Provider's disagreement with how the Medicare Contractor calculated the SSI percentage

that would be used for the DSH percantage is duplicative ofthe Systemic Er¡ors issue that has
been transferred into a group appeal.

CMS regulation interpretation is clearly not specific to only this provider, it applies to ALL SSI
calculations, and as this provider is part of a chain, the Provider would be required by the CIRP
regulations to pursue t}rat challenge with related providers in a CIRP group appeal. The Provider
is misplaced in trying to stato that the regulatory challenge is related to any "provider specific"
SSI issue that could possibly remain in an individual appeal.

Because the Systemic Errors issue was transferred to a group, the Board dismisses this aspect of
the SSI Provider Specific issue.

The second aspect of the SSI Provider Specific issue-the Provider preserving its right to request
realignment ofthe SSI percentage from the federal fiscal year to its cost reporting period-is
dismissed by the Board for lack ofjurisdiction. Under 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(b)(3), for
determining a Provider's DSH percentage, "[i]f a hospital prefers that CMS use its cost reporting

12 See Provider's Individual Appeal Request at Tab 3.
13 L./. at Tab 3, Issue 1. .

14 Id.
t5 Id.
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data instead of the Federal fiscal year, it must fumish to CMS, through its intermediary, a

written request . . . ." Without this written request, the Medicare Contractor cannot issue a final
determination from which the Provider can be dissatisfied with for appealing purposes.

Issue 2 - Medicaíd Elígible Days

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(a) and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1835 -405.1840 (2013), aproviderhas
a right to a hearing before the Board with respect to specific items claimed on a timely filed cost
report if it is dissatisfied with the final determination of the Medicare contractor, the amount in,
controversy is $10,000 or more (or $50,000 for a group), and the request for a hearing is filed
within 180 days of the date ofreceipt of the final determination.

At issue in this jurisdictional dispute is the dissatisfaction requirement for Board jurisdiction.
Regulation dictates that a provider must preserved its right to claim dissatisfaction with the
amount of Medicare payment for the specific items at issue, by either -

(i) Including a claim fo¡ the specific item(s) on its cost report for the period
where the provider seeks payment tlìat it believes to be in accordance with
Medicare policy; or
(ii) Effective with cost reporting periods that end on or after December 31,
2008, self-disallowing the specific item(s) by following the applicable
procedures for filing a cost report under protest, where the provider seeks

payment that it believes may not be allowable or may not be in accordance
with Medicare policy...

However, Banner Heart Hospítal v. Burwell,20l F. Supp. 3d 131 (D.D.C. 2016) ("Bannef')
holds that a provider cannot be held to the claim preservation/presentment requirement of42
C.F.R. g 405.1835(a)(1) when the provider is challenging a Medicare regulation or policy which
the Medica¡e contractor has no authority to entertain or decide (such as a challenge to a Medicare
regulation or policy).16 The Banner cowr explained its decision as:

[W]hen a provider fails to present a claim in its cost report that [a Medicare
contractor] can address, it can be deemed "satisfied" with the amounts
requested in the cost report and awarded by the [Medicare contractor]. But
where the [Medicare conhactor] has no authority to address a claim, such as

when a pure legal challenge to a regulation is at issue, a provider cannot be
deemed to be "satisfìed" simply because such challenge is not reflected in the
cost report. Satisfaction cannot be imputcd from a provider's silence whcn
everyone knows that it would be futile to present such claim to the [Medicare
contractor].

The Banner cou,rt looked to Bethesda Hosp. Ass'n v. Bowen,485 U.S. 399 (1988) ("Bethesda")
which also addressed a challenge to a regulation which was not first presented to the Medicare
contractor.rT Bethcsda holds that a provider need not protest self-disallowed costs that are barred

r6 42 C.F.R. 405.183s(axlX20l3).
t7 Banner a:1. 141.
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from being claimed because of a specific statute, regulation, or ruling.Ì8The Supreme Court in
Bethesda stated:

[T]he submission of a cost report in full compliance rì,ith the unambiguous
dictates ofthe Secretary's rules and regulations does not, by itself, bar the
provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement
allowed by those regulations. No statute or regulation expressly mandates that
a challenge to the validity of a regulation be submitted first to the [Contractor].
Providers know that, under the statutory scheme, the [Contractor] is confìned
to the mere application of the Secretary's regulations that the [Contractor] is
without power to award reimbursement except as the regulations provide, and

that any attempt to persuade the [Contractor] to do otherwise would be futile.

CMS recently issued Ruling CMS-1727-R ("Ruling 1727") to state its policy to follow tÏe
holdingin Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell,20l F. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.C. 2016). P..uling 1727

sets out a five-step analysis for the Board to undertake to determine whether a provider is entitled
to a PRRB hearing for an item that the provider appealed but did not include on its cost report.
In short, a provider has a right to a PRRB hearing for such an item if it excluded the item based

upon "a good faith beliefthat the item was subject to a payment regulation or other policy that
gave the Medicare contractor no authority or discretion to make pa]'rnent in the man¡er the
provider sought."le

A¡alysis of the DSH Medicaid Elieible Days Under Rulins 1727

The first step of analysis under Ruling 1727 involves the appeal's filing date and cost reporting
period. The appeal must have been pending or filed after the Ruling was issued on April 23,
2018. In the instant case, the Board received the Provider's request for hearing onMay 26,20L7
and tfie appeal was open on April23,2018, thus it satisfies the appeal pending date requirement.
Additionally, the Ruling applies to appeals of cost reporting periods that ended on or after
December 31, 2008 and began before January 1, 2016. This appeal involves a fiscal year end
December 31, 2014 cost report, thus the appealed cost reporting period falls within the required
time frame.

Second, the Board must determine whether the appealed item "was subject to a regulation or
other payment policy that bound the [Medicare] contractor and left it with no authority or
discretion to make payment in tlre manner sought by the provider."2o

Under Sections 1815(a) and 1833(e) of the Social Security Act, no Medicare payments are made
to a provider unless the provider has fumished information requested by the Secretary so that the
Secretary may determine the amount of payment due. With respect to a hospital's Medicare
DSH payment--comprised of the Medica¡e and Medicaid DSH fractions-part of the
Secretary's regulations mandate that a DSH-eligible hospital "has thê burden of fumishing data
adequate to prove eligibility for each Medicaid patient day claimed...and of verifying with the

tB Bethesda Hosp. Ass'n v. Bowen,485 U.S. 399 (1988) at 404.
re Ruling 1727 at unnumbered page 2.
20 l/ltsling 1727 at 6.
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State that a patient was eligible for Medicaid during each claimed patient hospital day." 42
c.F.R. $ 412.lo6OX4XiiÐ (2010).

As the pertinent DSH regulations instnrct that a provider is required to fumish Medicaid patient
verificâtion information to the Medicare contractor, and because the time frame within which a

hospital must file its cost report is also set by regulation, the Board could find that the Provider's
DSH Medicaid Eligible Days issue "was subject to a regulation or other payment policy that
bound the [Medicare] contractor and left it with no authority or discretion to make payment in
the manner sought by the provider."

However, it should be noted that the Provider has not argued in its appeal thus far (final position
papers have not been submitted) that there were any delays in receiving the necessary
information from the State. In its appeal request, the Provide¡ argues that the Medicare
Contractor, contrary to regulation, failed to include all Medicaid eligible days in its DSH
calculation.2l In its response to the jurisdictional challenge, the Provider focuses on arguing that
the presentment requirement is not valid and that DSH does not have to be claimed or audited to
give rise to jurisdiction. The Provider does not outline the difficulties it had in timely claiming
all of its Medicaid eligible days, as the Board might have required under the B¿nner analysis.

The third, fourth and fifth steps of analysis under Ruling 1727 involve the Board's assessment of
whether a provider's appeal has met the jurisdictional requirements set out in the applicable
regiation.22 As the Provider's appeal was timely filed and the estimated amount in controversy
is ove¡ $10,000, the first two Board jurisdictional requirements have been met. With respect to
the "dissatisfaction" requirement, Ruling 1727 sefs out three different scenarios-in steps three,
four and five-for the Board to consider.

The Board looks to step tlree if it is reviewing an appealed item which was, in fact, witfiin the
payment authority or discretion of the Medicare contractor, i.e., an "allowable" item. In the
instant appeal, the DSH Medicaid Eligible Days sought are not within the palrnent authority or
discretion of the Medicare Contractor becausê Provider could not prove or verify eligibility with
the State in time to include the Days on the Provider's cost report, as required by regulation.

Under step four of Ruling 1727 , ¡J;,e Board does not apply the self-disallowance jurisdiction
regulation (in $ a05.1835(a)( 1)(ii) or $ a05.1811(a)(1)(ii), as applicable) if a determination has
been made that the item under appeal was subject to a regulation or other policy that bound the
Medicare Contractor and left it with no authority or discretion to make payment as sought. As
discussed.in step two above, these DSH Medicaid Eligible I)ays are "non-allowable" costs
because the Medicare Contractor was bound by the proof of eligibility regulation at 42 C.F.R. $

412. 106(bx4xiii), and it is recommended that the Board "not apply the self-disallowance
jurisdiction regulation" in its jurisdictional decision.

Under step five of Ruling 1727,ÍheBoard is directed to consider the circumstances surrounding
a provider's self-disallowance claim. In the instant appeal, howeve¿ the Provider did not self-
disallow the DSH Medioaid Eligible Days issue, thus this stop is not applicable to this appeal.

2r Provider's Appeal Request at Issue 7
22 42c.F.R. g aos.l83s(a) (2010).
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Notwithstanding the lack of evidence and argument put forth by the Provide¡ the Board finds
that the DSH Medicaid Eligible Days issue is within the Board's jurisdiction, based upon the

Banner raïionale and Ruling 1727 -P-, as it would have been futile to present DSH Medicaid
Eligible Days to the Medicare Contractor without proof of eligibility and State verification.
However, Board make it clear that only those DSH Medicaid Eligible Days which were not able

to be verified prior to the cost report filing date are subject to the Board's jurisdiction under
Banner andPtuling 1727 -F., and that the Provider and the Medicare Contractor shall, based on

information privy to these two parties, ascertain the DSH Medicaid Eligible Days that are subject

to tle Board's jurisdiction.

Medicare Part C and Dual Eligible Days Duplicate Issues

The Board finds that Issue 5, Medicaid Fraction/Medicare Managed Care Days and issue 8,

Medicare Managed Care Days, are duplicative. The Board agrees to consolidate Issue 5 into
Issue 8, whrlh has been transferred to a group appeal, case no. 17 -0574GC (QRS HMA 2014
DSH Medicaid Fraction Managed Care Pa¡t C Days Group). Similarly, the Board finds that
Issue 6, Medicaid Fraction/Dual Eligible Days and Issue 9, Dual Eligible Days, are duplicative.
The Board grants consolidation oflssue 6 into Issue 9, which has been transferred to a group

appeal, case no. 17 -0577GC (QRS HMA 2014 DSH Medicaid Fraction Dual Eligible Days CIRP
Group).

Conclusion

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the SSI Provider Specific issue because it
is duplicative of the SSI Systemic errors issue transferred to a group and there is no final
determination with respect to the realigrrment portion of the issue. The Board finds that it has
jurisdiction over the Medicaid eligible days that could not be verified prior to the cost report
filing based on the rationale i¡ Banner.

The Board grants consolidation over Issues 5 and 8 (Medicare Managed Care) and Issues 6 and 9
(Dual eligible days) as they are duplicative issues. These issues were tra¡sferred to case numbers
l7 -0574GC and l7-0577GC. The UCC Distribution Pool issue was transferred to a group

appeal, so that challenge will not be addressed at this time.

Case no. 17-1589 will remain open and the Medicaid Eligible Days issue will be scheduled for
hearing.

Review of this deter.mination may be available under the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(t)
and42 C.F.R. $S 40s.1875 and405.1811.

Board Members Participating:
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Robert Evarts, Esq.
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FORTHEBOARD

3/7 /2019

X cr"groy H. Ziegler
Greogry H. Zìegler, CPA, CPC-A

Board Member
Signed bla Gregory H. Ziegler -A

cc: Wilson Leong, FSS



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Re¡mbursement Rev¡ew Board
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Baft¡more, MD 27207
470-7a6-2677

Elecfronic Delivery

Michael G. Newell
Southwest_Consulting Associates
2805 Dallas Parkway
Suite 620
Plano, TX 75093-8724

FfE: Expedited Judícial Revíew Determinølion
l5-2672GC SWC Crozer Keystone 2012 DSH SSI Fraction Part C Days Group
15-26'73GC SWC Crozer Keystone 2012 DSH Medicaid Fraction Part C Days Group
l6-0421GC SWC Partners 2013 DSH Medicaid Fraction Part C Days Group
l6-0428GC SWC Partners 201 3 DSH SSI Fraction Part C Davs Group

Dear Mr. Newell:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' February 12,

2019 request for expedited judicial review (EJR) (received February 't4,2019) for the above-

referenced appeals. The Board's determination is set forth below'

The issue in these appeals is:

ì Providers' E.lR Request at 4.
2 See 42U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C F R.Part412.
3 Id.

[W]hether Medicare Part C patients are 'entitled to benefits' under

Pad A, such that they should be counted in the Medicare Part

A/SSI ISupplementaì Security Income] fraction and excluded from
the Medicaid fraction numerator or vice-versa.l

Statutorv and Requlatory Background: Medicarq DSH P,avment

Part A ofthe Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

prospective payment system ("PPS").2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

àmounts peidischarge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3
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PRRB Case Nos.15-2672GC, et al.
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a signifìcantly
disproportionate numbcr of low-inconte patietlts.)

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproporlionate patient percentage

("DPP').6 As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determinos a hospital's

qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DsH payment to a qualifying

hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.8 Those two
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)(pXviXl), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entilled to
benefits under part I ofthis subchapter and \¡/ere entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI ofthis chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients \¡/ho (for such

days) were entitled to benefits under part A ofthis subchapter . . ' .

(Emphasis added.)

The Medicare/ssl fraction is computed annually by the centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services C.CMS), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's

DSH payment adjustment.e

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(l!, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaicl program], br¡t who were not entilled to henefits under
part A of this subchapter, and The denominator of which is the total
number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period. (Emphasis

added)

a See 42tJ.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5).
5 See 42rJ.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(iXl); 42 C.F.R. $ 412 106.
6 See 42 u.S.C. $$ l39sww(d)(s)(Fxixl) and (dXsXF)(v); 42 C.F.R. $ al2 l06(cXl)'
1 See 42tJ.S.C. $$ I395t'ra(d)(5)(FXiv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C F.R. $ 412.106(d)
I See 42rJ.S.C. g 1395ww(dX5XFXvi).
,42 C.F.R. $ 4l2.l o6(bx2)-(3).
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The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days ofservice for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

numbei by the total number ofpatient days in the salne period.l0

Medicare Advantage Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ l395mm. The

st¿¡fite at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefìts under part A ofthis subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the Septembe r 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryrr stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5XF)(vi) of fhe Act [42
U.S.C. $ l395ww(dX5XF)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include

"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December

I , I 987, we were not able to isolate the days of care associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [ofthe DSH adjustment].
However, as of December 1 , 1987, a field was included on the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with

' Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSl/Medicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].12

At that t¡me Medicare Parl A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
PaÉ A.ll

,o 42 C,F.R. $ 4l2.lo6(bx4).
¡r of Health and Human Services
!'?55 Fed. Reg. 35,990,39,994 (Sept.4, 1990).
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,14 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Paft C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days iu the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004. ts

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided

untilthe 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System C'IPPS) proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medìcare Part C, those patient days

attributable to the beneficiary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count oftotal patient days in the

Medicare fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for the

M+C beneficiary who is also eligible for Medícaid would be

included in the numerator of the Medicaidfraction . . .. (Emphasis

added.)r6

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY) 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R'] $   12' 106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction ofthe DSH

calculation."lT In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

úI/e do agree that once Medicare benefciaries elecî Medicare
Part C coverage, they are still, ín some sense, entitled to

benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with the
commenter that these days should be included in the

Medicare fraction ofthe DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not crdopîing asfinal our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule 1o include lhe days associoted u)ith M+C
bcncficiories in the À[edicaid fraction. Insfeacl, we are

adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C

ìa The Medicare PadC program did not begin operating until January 1,1999. See P.L. I05-33, I997HR2015,
codified as 42 tJ.5.C. g 1394w-21 Note (Ç) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Meáicarel on December 31 1998, with an eligible organization under. . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered

to be enrolled w¡th that organization on January l, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . . . ifthat organization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January l, 1999 . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Presc¡iption Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8,2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage

prcgmrrr undet Pafi C of Title Xvlfl.
15 69 Fed. Reg. 48,918, 49,099 (Aug. 11,2004)

'6 68 Fed. Reg.27,154,27,2O8 (May 19,2003).
17 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
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beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction . . . . if the benefìciary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at 5 al2.l06(b)(2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C benefìciaries in the Medicare fraction
ofthe DSH calculation.rE (Emphasis added)

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Pârt C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction ofthe DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R' $ 412.106(bX2XD was included in the

August I l, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory lan-guage was published until
August 22, 2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued'¡e In that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.
gg 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiDG).'z0 As aresultofthese rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as ofOctober l, 2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy").

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius
("Allína l'),2t vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH Policy

adopted in the FFY 2005 final rule.22 However, the Secretary has not-acquiesced to that

decision. More recently, in Allina Health Services v Price (Allina II),23 the D.C. Circuit
confirmed that the Secretary's2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the

Medicare fraction had been vacated in Allina L24 TheD.C. Circuit further foundin AIIina II fhat
the Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the

Medicare fractions published for FY 2012.2s Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to

this decision.

t8 ld.
te 72 F ed. Reg. 47,1 30, 4'1,384 (Aue. 22, 2007 ).
¿o 72 Fed . Reg. aL 47 .4 1 L

2t 746F.3d I102 (D.C. Cir.2014).
22 

7 46 F .3d aI I I 06 n.3, I I I I (affirming portion of the d istrict couí decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). See

atso Allina Heqlth Servs. t. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Coud aoncludes that the

Secretary's interpretation ofthe f¡actions in the DSH calaulation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Federal Regulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgro\À'th" ofthe 2003 NPRM ").
71 863 F.3d 937 (D.C.Cir.2017).
24 ld at 943.
25 Id. at943-945.
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Providers' Request for EJR

The issue under appeal in this case involves the question of whether Medicare Part C patients are

"entitled to benefits" under Part A, thereby requiring them to be counted in the Medicare

Part A/SSI fraction and excluded from the Medicaid fraction numerator or vice versa.

Prior to 2004, the Secretary treated Part C patients as not entitled to benefits ltnder Part A. From

1986-2Q04, the Secretary interpreted the térm "entitled to benefits under Part A" to mean

covered or paid by Medicare Part A. In the final rule for the FFY 2005, the Secretary reversed

course and announced a policy change. This policy was to include Part C days in the Medicare

Part A/SSI fraction and Jxclude them from thè Medicaid fraction effective october 1,2004.26

In Allina I,The Court affirmed the district court's decision '1hat the Secretary's final rule was not

a logical outgrowth ofthe proposed rule."27 The Providers point out that because the Secretary

has not acquiesced to the decision, the 2004 regulation requiring Part c days be included in the

Part A/SSI fraction and removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42

c.F.R. $ $ 4 12.1 0 6(b)(2)(i)(B) and (b)(2)(i i i)(B).

In these cases, the Providers contend that all Part C days should be excluded from the Part A/SSI

fraction and the Medicaid-eligible Part c days should be included in the numerator ofthe
Medicaid fraction. To obtain relief, the Providers seek a ruling on the procedural and substantive

validity ofthe 2004 rule that the Board lacks the authority to grant. The Providers maintain that

since the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in Allina,the Board remains bound by the

regulation. Hence, EJR is appropriate.

Decision of the Board

pursuant ro 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(Ð(l) and the regulations at 42 c.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(l) (2017), the

Board is required ro grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a

c-hallenge eithei to the constitutionality ofa plovision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdictional Determination

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 2012-2013.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending

prioi to December 31, 2008, the palticipant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSI/Part C issue as a "self-

'?ó 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
21 Állina 1,746 F.3dat 1109
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disatlowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen ("Bethesda").28 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

repoft submitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenþe to the validity
of a regulation be submitted fìrst to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the

power to award rcimbursement.2e

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.3o Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1 835(a)( I )(ii) which

required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-

disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under

protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v' Burwell
("Banner").3t ln Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking' The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over

the issue. The District Court concluded that, under Bethesda, rhe 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contractor could not address.32

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator impler.nented

CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before
January 1,2016, Underthis ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under

appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ a05.1 835(a)(l )(ii) were no longer applicable.

However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by fìting
the matter under protest.

The Board has determined that the participants appeal ofthe Part C days are self-disallowed

costs which are governed by CMS Ruling 1727-R. In addition, the parlicipants' documentation

shows tl,at the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal

and the participants' appçals were timely fiìed. The estimated amount in controversy is subject

to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the actual final amount in each case. Based on

,8 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). See a/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the prov¡der submits a

cost report that compl¡es with the Medicare payment pol¡ay for the jtem and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Med¡care Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-

disallowed the ¡tem.).
2e Bethesdq at 1258-59.
30 73 Fed. Reg. 30,190, 30,240 (May 23,2008).
3ì201 F. Supp.3d l3l (D.D.C.2016).
32 Banner at 142.
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the above, the Board finds that it hasjurisdiction for the above-captioned appeals and the

underlying providers.

Board's Analysis Reearding the Appealed Issue

The group appeals in this EJR request involve the fiscal years 2012-2013. Thus, the appealed

cost repofting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's Part C

DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and later

codified ar 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XD(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) as part ofthe FY 2008 IPPS final
rule. The Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Circuit in
Allina I vacated this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to that
vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being
implemented (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwide).33 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the
only circuit to date that has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the
Providers would have the right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which
they are located.3a Based on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by
the regulation for purposes of this EJR request.

Board's Decision Resardine the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It hasjurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the
participants in the group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the
Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B), there are not finding offact for
resolution by the Board.

3) It is bound by (b)(2)(iii)(B), there are no findings offact for resolution
by the Board;

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42
c.F.R. $$ 412J06(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiiXB) (2008) codifying the
Medicare Part C DSH policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule
are valid.

Accordingly, the Board findsthatthe question of thevalidityof 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XD@)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2008) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(l) and

hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years' The Providers

33 See generally Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell, 204 F. Supp. 3d 68, 77-82 (D.D.C.2016), aff'd,875 F.3d 701 (D.C-

Cir.2Ol7).
34 See 42IJ.S.C. g l395oo(Ð(l).
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have 60 days from the receipt ofthis decision to institute the appropriate action forjudicial
review. Since this is the only issue under dispute, the Board hereby closes the cases.

Board Members Participatine

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-a
Robert Evarts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

For the Board:

3/12/2019

X clayton.t. trlix
Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

chair
Signed by: clayton J. N¡x -A

Enclosures: Schedules of Providers

cc: Bruce Snyder, Novitas Solutions (Electronic delivery w/Schedule of Providers)
Pam VanArsdale, NGS (Electronic delivery w/Schedule of Providers)
Wilson Leong, FSS (Electronic delivery w/Schedules of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Re¡mbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Su¡te 1b0
Baltimore, MD 27?07
470-7A6-2671

Electronic Delivery

Stephanie A. Webster, Esq.
Akin Gump Straus Hauer & Feld LLP
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036-1 564

RlE: Expedited Judiciøl Review Determinølion
16-1065GC lnfirmary HS 2007 Part C Days Group
13-1039GC McKay 2008 DSH Part C Days Group

Dear Ms. Webster:

The Provide¡ Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' February 8,
2019 reqirest for expedrted judicial review (EJR) (received February.l 1, 20i 9) for the appeals
referenced above. The Board's determination regarding EJR is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute:

The issue in these appeals is:

'Whether "en¡ollees in [Medicare] Part C are 'entitled to benefits'
under Part A, such that they should be counted in the Medicare

lPart A,/SSIl] fraction, or whether, ifnot regarded as 'entitled to
benefits under Part A,' they should instead be included in the
Medicard fraction" of the DSH2 adjustment.3

Statutory and Requìatory Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Palt A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medical'e
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs ofinpatient hospital services under the
prospective payment system ("PPS").4 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to certain pa¡rrnent adjustments.s

¡ *SSI" is the acronym for "Supplemental Security Income."

"DSH" is the acronym for "disproportionate share hospital."
I Providers' EJR Request at 4-
a ,See 4?.lt S.C. $ I i95ww(d)(l)-(5); 42 C.F.R. Part 412,
s ld.
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specifìc factors.6 These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the
Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("Off'1.4 As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualiffing
hospital.e The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo liactions expressed as percentages.r0 Those fwo
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction a¡d the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions conside¡ whethe¡ a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXvÐ(D, defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State
supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days
for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entitled to benefits under part A ofthis subchapter. . . .

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS'calculation to compute a hospìtal's
DSH payment adjustment. l2

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviXD, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the ffaction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of lhe hospital's patient days for such period which
consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but wÌo were not entitled to benefits under
p:art A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.13

6 See 42lJ.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(s).
7 See 4ZU,S.C. € l395ww(d)(5)(FXiXI); ¿z C.F.R. $ 412.106.
ISee42U.5.C. $$ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(i)(l) and (d)(s)(FXv); a2 c F.R $ 412.106(c)(l).
e See 42U.5.C. A$ l39sww(dX5)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii);42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(d).
ta See 42tJ.S.C. g l39sww(d)(5)(F)(vi).
ìr (Emphasis added.)
12 42 C.F.R. g 4 t 2. r 06(b)(2)-(3).
ìr (Emphasis added.)
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The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

numbei by the total number of patient days in the same period.ra

Medicare Advantage Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42U.S.C' $ 1395mm. The

statute at 42rJ.S.C. $ l395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryrs stated that:

Based on the language ofsection 1886(dX5XFXvi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include

"patients who we¡e entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medica¡e
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. P¡ior to December

l, 1987 , we were not able to isolate tìe days ofcare associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to

fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].

I-Iowever, as of December I, 1981, a field was included on the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Theref'ore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH

adjustmentl.ró

At that rime Medjcare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.r?

with the creation of Medicare Part c in 1997,r8 Medicare beneftciaries who'opted for managed

care coveiage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

14 42 C.F.R. S 4l¿106(bx4).
I5 ofFlealth and FIuman Services.
16 55 Fed. Reg. 35990,39994 (Sept.4, 1990).
t1 ld.
tE The Medicare part C program did not begin operating until January 1,1999. See PL l05-33, 1997HR2015

codifed as 42 U.S.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollmeit Transition Rule.- An individual who is enroÌled [in
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care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments fo¡ the fiscal
year 200 I -2004. re

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Pa1'rnent System ('IPPS') proposed rules were þublished in
the Federal Register. Jn that not'ice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficìary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficíary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days

attributable to the beneficiàw should not be Ìncluded in the
Medicarefraction of the DSH patíent percentage. These patient'
days should be included in the count of total patient days in the

Medicare fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for Íhe

M+C beneJiciary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be

inctuded in the numerator of the Medìcaid fraction . . . .20

The Secretary purpoftedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $   12.106(b)(2)(i) to

include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."2l In response to a comment regar<ling this change, the Seoretary explained that:

. . . We do agree thaÍ once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefts under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not ctdopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid fraction. Instead, we are

utbpting u policy to include the patient days for M+C
beneJiciaries in thc Medicare fraction . . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included ln
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days

Medicare] on December 3l 1 998, with an eÌigibÌe organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. I 395mm] shall be consrdered

to bç €nrolled with that organization on January 'l 
, I 999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . . if that organization as a

contract under that pan for providing services on January l, 1999 . . ." This was also k¡ow¡ as

Medicare+Choice. The Medica¡e Presöription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8,2003, replaccd the Medicare+Choice proglam with the new Medicare Advantagc

program under Part C ofTide XVIII
re 69 Fed. Reg. 4891 8, 49099 (Aug. I l, 200a).
20 68 Fed. F(ee.2'r,154,2'7208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added).
2ì 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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associated ì¡/ith M+C beneficiaries ìn the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.22

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare

fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regaldìng 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2Xi) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory lan_guage was published until

Au-gtst 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.23 In that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change ddopted in the FFY

2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(iXB) and (bx2)(iiÐ(B).'z4 As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1,2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy").

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius

(Allina l),2s vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS hnal rule adopting the Pafi C DSH policy and the

subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy

adoptód ìn FFy 2005 IppS ru1e.26 However, the Secretary h^as not acquiesced to that decision.

Moie recently, in Allina Heatth Set vices v. Príce (Atlina II),21 the D.C. Circuit confirmed that the

Secretary's 2004 aftempf to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare fraction

had been vacated in Allina L28 The D.C. Circuit further found in Allina II ThaTthe Secretary

failed.to provide proper notice and comment before including Part c days in the Medicare

fractions published for FY 2012.2e Once again, the Secretary has not acqùiesced to this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers point out that, prior to the 2004 rulemaking, in which the Secretary attempted to

adopt a new policy to begin counting Part c days in the Medicare PaÍ A/ssI fraction, the

Secretary treated Part C patients as not entitled to benefits under Part A, rather they should be

included in the Medicaid fraction of the DSH adjustment.30 In the May 2003 proposed rule for
Federal fiscal year 2004, the Secretary proposecl "to clarify" her long held position that "once a

beneficiary eìectS Medicare Part C, those patient days attrjbutable to the beneficiary should not

'z21¿ (empbasis added).
2t 72 Fed. lÀeg. 4'l130,4'1384 (Aug.22,2007).
24 72Feð,.p'eg. at 474'll .

25'146F.3d I l02 (D.c. cir. 2ol4).
26746F.3daT II0àn.3, IIII (affirming portion ofthe district cou¡t decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule) See

also tlllina Health Sert/s. v. Sebelius,9o4 F. Supp. 2d75,89 (D.D.C.2012) ("The Court concludes that the

Secretary's interpretation ofthe fiactjons in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Codç of

Federal ñ.egulations unlil rhe surùìrer of2O07, was not a "logical outglou¡th" of the 2003 NPRM.").
27 863 F.3d 937 (D.C. Ctr' 2017).
28 Id. at 943.
2e Id. at 943-945.
ro Providers' EJR Request at 4 (citiÍtg ro Allina 1,746F 3d at 1105)'
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be included in the Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage."3l Further, the Secretary

went on, "[t]hese days should be included in the count oftotal patient days in the Medicaid
fraction (the denominator), and the patients'days for a [Part C] beneficiary who is also eligible

for Medicaid would be included in the numerator of the Medicaid f¡action."32 The Secretary

explained that, "once a beneficiary has elected to join a Medicare- Advantage plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part 4."33

However, in the final rule for the Federal fiscal year 2005, the Secretary reversed course and

amounced a policy to include Part C days in the Medicare Part A./SSI f¡action and exclude the

Part C days f¡om tLe Medicaid fraction effective October I,2004.34 The Secretary's actions

were litigated in Allina I in which the Court concluded that the Secretary's final rule was not a

logical outgrowth of the proposed rule and avacatur \r¡as warranted.3s

The Providers are seeking EJR over the appeal because the Board does not have the authority to

adjudicate the conrinued application of the 2004 rule and its policy change to the applicable

portion of the cost years at issue.36 The P¡oviders point out that the Board continues to be bound

by the regulation on Part C days unless the Secretary acquiesces in ¡he Allina court rulings,
which he has not done.37

Decision of the Board

Pursuantto 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) andtheregulations at42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017),the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to

conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the'specific matter at issue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdiction

The pafticipants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR lequest have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 2007 -2008.

For purposes ofBoard jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending

prior to Decemb er 31,2008, the participant may demonsfate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSlPart c issue as a "self-

disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoningsef o]ui in Bethesda Hospital

3r 68 Fed Reg. at27208.
32 Id.
3r ld.
14 69 Fed Reg.149099 (Aug. 11,2004)
15 Providers' EJR Request at 5-6.
16 1¿ ar I O (citìng 42 ò.F.R. $ 405.1867) (stating "in exercising its authority to conduct proceedings unde¡ this

subpart, the Boaid mr.rst comply with all the provisions ofTitle XVIII ofthe Act and the regulations thereunder-")
J1 Td.
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Association v. Bowen (Bethesda).38 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost repoft
submitted ìn full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a provider
fiom claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the regulations.
Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity ofa
regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the

power to âward reimbursement.3e

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.ao Among the new

regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(l )(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 3 1, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost repof under
protest. This regulatory requirement \4/as litigated in Banner Heart Hospítal tt. Burwell
('Banney'').41 In Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable

outlier regulations and did not protest the aclclitional outlier payment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over
tlre issue. The District Court concluded that, tnder Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contractor could not address.a2

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to cefain
similar administrative appeals. Effective Aprll23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented

CMS Ruling CMS- 1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations fo¡ cost ¡eport periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before

January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it.",/ith no authority or disc¡etion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.

However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

The Board notes that Case No. 16-1065GC contains a single provider, as a result, the Board is

electing to treat this case an individual appeal for purposes ofjurisdiction. The Board has

determined that the remaining participants involved with the instant EJR request are governed by
the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R. In addition, the particrpants'

{ocumentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for

18 I 08 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). See a/so CMS Ruling CMS-l727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that complies with the Medicare payment poìicy for the ìtem and then appeals the item to the Roârd. The

Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for tbe item. The provider effectively self-
disallowed thc itcm.).
3e Bethesdct, 108 S. ct. at 1258-59.
40 73 F ed. Reg, 301 90, 30240 (May 23, 2008) -

a¡201 F. Supp.3d l3l (D.D.C.2016)
42 Id. at 142.
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a group appeala3 and $10,000 for the individual appeals.aa The appeals were timely filed. The

estimated amount in controversy is subject to ¡ecalculation by the Medicare conffactor for the

actual final amount in each case. Based on the above, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for
the above-captioned appeals and the underlying providers.

Board's Analysis Resarding the Appealed Issue

The âppeals in these EJR requests involve the 2007 and 2008 cost reporting periods. Thus, the

appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's

Part C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and

later codified ar 42 c.F.R. $$ 412.106(bx2)(i)(B) and (bx2xiiÐ(B) as part of the FY 2008 IPPS

final rule. The Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C.

Circt¡it in Allina l vacated this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced

Io ThaI vacatur and, in this regarcì, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being
irirplemented (e.g,., only circuit-wide versus nationwide).4s Moreover, the D.c. cjrcuit is the

only circuit to date that has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to $ant EJR, the

Providers would have the right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the ci¡cuit within which

they are located.a6 Based on the above, the Boa¡d must conclude that it is otherwise bound by
the regulation for purposes of this EJR request.

Board's Decision Resardine the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subj ect years and that the

participants in these group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the

Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bx2)(iiÐ(B), there are no findings offact
for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regrrlation (42

C.F.R. $ 405.1867); and

4) It is r&ithout the authority to decide the legal question ofwhether 42

C.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) (2008) codifving the

Medicare Part C DSH policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule
' 

are valid.

4t See 42 C.F.R. $ 405,1837.
44 ,Scc 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835.
a5 See generally ôrant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d68,77-82 (D.D.C.2016), aff'd,875 F.3d 701 (D C.

Cìr.2017).
e See 42 U.S.C. ç l395oo(lXl).
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Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)

and (bX2XiiiXB) (2008) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and

hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The
Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes

lhose cases.

Board Members Participating:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD

3/12/2019

X Clayton J. Nix

Clayton .J. Nix, Esq

Chair
Signed by: Clalton J. Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedules of P¡oviders

cc: Pam VanArsdale, NGS (Etectlonic Mail rv/Sclletlules of Providers)

Cecilo lluggins, Palrnetto GtsA (Elcctronic Mail u'/Sohetlules of Providers)

Wì1son Leong, (Electronic Mail r¡.'i Sciredules of Plovicìers)



{# DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Suite 100.
Baltimore, MD 27207
4to-746-2677

Dylan Chinea
Toyon Associates, Inc.
1 800 Sutter Street, Suite 600
Corcord, CA 94520

Lorraine Frewert
Noridìan Healthcare Solutions
P.O. Box 6782
Fargo, ND 58108

RE: JurisdictionalDetermínation
Dignity Health IRF-LIP Group Appeals
Provider Nos.: Valious
FYEs: 2007-2015
PRRB Case Nos.: ,See APPendix A

Dear Mr. Chinea and Ms. Frewert:

This case involves the Providers' appeals of its Medicare reimbursement for the fiscal years

ending (..FYE") in 2007 through 2015. The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("PRRB" or
..Board,') has reviewed the Providers' documentation on its own motion in response to the

decision of u.s. court of Appeals for the District of columbia circuit ("D.c. circuit") rn Mercy

Hospital, Inc. v. Azar on June 8, 2018 ("Mercy") t Following review of the documentation, the

Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction to hear the Providers' Inpatient Rehab Facilities -
Low Incorne Payment CTRF-LIP') reimbursement issue and dismisses the instant appeals.

Pertinent Facts

On the dates seen in Appendix A, the Board received the group representative's requests for a

hearing ("RFH") regarding Notices of Program Reimbursement C'NPR'), coruesponding to

FYEs ending in 2007 through 2015. In its RFH, the Providers' list a single issue for appeal -
the calculation of the Low-Income Patient ("LIP") fiaction of the Medicare DSH payment for
inpatient rehabilitation distinclpart units ("IRFs").

Board's Analvsis and Decision

Äpplicable Regulatory Provisions and Board Rules

pursuanrro42U.S.C.$1395oo(a)and42C.F.R.$S405.1835-405.1840(2012),aproviderhasa
right to a Board hearing with respect to costs claimed on a timely filed cost report if it is
dissatisfied with the final determination of the Medicare contractor, the amount in controversy is

I Mercy Hosp., It¡c. v. Azar,89l F.3d 1062 (D C Cir' 2018).
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$10,000 or more (950,000 for a group), and the request for hearing is filed within 180 days of the

date of receipt of the final determination. Under42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(2012),aprovider
has preserved its right to claim dissatisfaction with the amount of Medicare payment for a
specific item at issue by either (i) including a claim for the specific item on its cost repoÍ for the

period where the provider seeks payment that it believes to be in accordance with Medicare

policy; or (ii) effective'ù/ith cost reporting periods that end on or after December 31, 2008, self-
disallowing the specifrc item by following the applicable proceduies for filing a cost report under
protest where the provitJer seeks paytnent that it believes may not be in accordance with
Medicare policy.

Rehab Days in LIP Adjustment Calculations

IJnder 42 U.S.C. $ 1395wwfi)(8)(B), Congress specifically precludes administrative or judicial
review of the prospeòtive payment rates C'PPS') for inpatient rehabilitation facilities ("IRFs").
Although providers have attempted to dispute exactly what rate-setting "steps" Congress

intended to shield from review under the statute, the D.C. Circuit's decision in Mercy, answers

this question and clarifres what is shielded from review in its analysis of this issue.2

In Mercy,the D.C. Circuit describes CMS'two-step rate-setting process for Medicare
¡eimbursement for IRFs. The first step takes place prior to the beginning of the fiscal year and

involves CMS' establishment of a standardized ¡eimbursement rate, while the second step

involves CMS' adjustments (calculated by the Medicare contractor) to "the standardized rates to
reflect the particular circumstances of each hospital for that year."3 One of the ways in which
CMS adjusts a hospital's IRF Medicare payment is by taking into account the number of low
income patients ("LIP") serwed by the hospital, also k¡own as the LIP adjustment. The D.C.

Circút in Mercy affirmed the U.S. District Court, wherein the U.S. District Coufi concluded that
42IJ.S.C. g 1395ww(¡)(8) prohibits administrative or judicial review of the Medicare
Conffactor's determination ofthe LIP adjustment, because such review amounts to review of the

establishment of the hospital's prospective payment rates.a The D.C. Circuit concluded that the

Statute's plain language prohibits administrative and judicial review ofnot only the statutory
adjustments, but also the "step two rates" utilized by the Medicare Contractor when adjusting the

stándardized reimbursement rate and then calculating a hospital's fìnal payment.5

In the instant appeals, the Providers seek Board review ofone of the components utilized by the

Medicare Contractor to determinc thc Provider's LIP adjustment, namely its SSI or
Medicare-Ratio. As Congress has prohibited administrative and judicial review of the
prospective payment rates for IRFs, including the LIP adjustment, the Board lacks the
jurisdiction to hear the P¡ovider's appeal of the LIP adjustment and dismisses the issue in the

instant appeals that challenge this adjustment. ln making this finding, the Board notes that

2 ld.
3 Id. at 1064.
a Mercy lJosp., Jnc- v. Burwell,206 F. Supp. 3d 93, 102 (D.D C 20l6)
s Mercy,89l F.3d at 1068.
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the D.c. circuit's decision in Mercy is controlling precedent for interpreting the statutoly
provisions at issue because the Providers could bring suit in the D.C, Circuit.6

Review of this determination may be available under the provisions of 42 u.S.c. $ 1395oo(f1

and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and405.1817.

Board Members ParticiPating For the Board:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CP A, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

Susan A. Tumer, Esq..

X Clayton J. t',tix

3/13/2019

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Chair
Signed by Clayton J. Nix -A

Edward Lau, Esq., Federal Specialized Services

Wilson Leong, Federal Specialized Seruices

6 The CMS Administrator generally has applied as controìlìng precedent the law of the Circuit in whìch the P¡ovider

is located. see, e.g., QRS CHI{ DSH Labor rootn Days Groups v. Blue Cross Blue Shield,4ss',r, Adm',r Dec. (Apr.

l3,2OO9), affirming, PRRB Dec. No.2009-D1l (Feb.27,2009); St Vincent Mercy Med Ctr'v BlueCross

Blue.shield A,s,t'n, Adm'r Dec. (Nov. 17, 2008), affirning in part and reversing i parl,PP'RB Dec No 2008-D35
(Sept. I5,2008). However, iD recognizing that providers may fi1e sujtwith the appropriate District Court either in

the Circujt in which they are located or the D.C. Circuit, tl¡e Adnljnistral.or also applies as coDttolling precedent the

lavr' of the D.C. Circurt. ,See, e.g., Jordan Hosp. v. Blue Cross BlLte Sh¡eld Ass'n., Adrn'r Dec (Apr. 30,

2007), vacating,PRRB Dec. No. 200'1-D23 (F eb 28,2007)-
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APPENDIX A

Case No. 1'l -0146GC - Dignity Health 2007 LIP Accuracv of CMS

Develoned SSI RaÍio Issued 3/16/2016 CIRP Group
RFH Letter: 10111/2016

Case No. 16-2509GC - Dignity Health 2008 LIP Acatracy of CMS

Develooed SSI Ratio Issued 3/16/2012 CIRP Group
RFH Letter: 9119/2016

Case No. 17-0142GC - Dignity Health 2009 LIP Accuracy of CMS

Develooed SSI Ratio Issued 3/16/2012 CIRP Group
RFH Letter: l0ll7/2016

Case No. 17-0139GC - Dignity Heulth 2010 LIP Acclracy of CMS

Develooed SSI Ratio Issued 3/l6/2012 CIRP Group
RFH Lctte¡: 10/17/2016

l7 -l933GC - Dignity Health 201 I LIP Accuracy of CMSCase No.
Develooed SSI Ratio CIRP GrouP

RFH Letter: 7 /1312017

No. 17-1853GC - Dignity Health 2012 LIP Accuracv of CMSCase
Develooed SSI Ratio CIRP Group

RFH Letter: 7/1412017

Case No. 17-1857GC - Dignity Health 2013 LIP Accuracy of CMS

Devclopcd SSI Ratio CIRP GrouP

RFH Letter: 7/1412017

Health 2014 LIP Accuracy of CMSCase No. I8-054IGC - Dignity
Developed SSI Ralio CIRP Grouq

RFH Letter: l/22/20I8

Case No. 1l-0l47GC - Dignity Health 2007 LIP Inclusion of Dual
Elipible Part A Davs in SSI Ratio Issued 3/16/2012 CIRP G11tup-

RFH Letter: 1011712016

Case No. 1 6-25 1 OGC - Dignîty Health 2008 LIP Inclusion of MedÌcare

Parl A in SSI Ratio Issned (t/20I2 CIRP
RFH Letter: 9119/2016

Case No. 17 -0l43GC - Dignity Health 2009 LIP Inclusion ofDual
Part A in SSI Ratio 3/16/2012 CIRP

RFII Letter: 101 17 /2016

Case No. 17-0l40GC - Dignùy Health 2010 LIP Inclusion of Dual
Etiçibte Part A Davs in SSI Ratio Issued 3/16/2012 CIRP Group

RFH Letter: 1011712016

Case No. 17-1934GC - Dignity Health 201 I LIP Dual Eligible Part A

Davs in the SSI Ratio CIRP GrouP

RFH Letter: 7/13/2017

Case No. I7-1854GC - Dignity Health 2012 LIP Dual Eligible.Part A

in the SSI CIRP
RFH Letter: 7/14/2017

CaseNo. 17-1860GC -DignityHealth20l3 LIP Dual Elig¡ble Part A

in the RAI|O CIRP
RFH Letter: 1/14/2017

Case No. l7-0148GC - Dignity Health 2007 LIP Inclusion ofDual
Part C in SSI Ratio Issued 3/16/2012 CIRP

RFH Letter: 1011712016

Case No. 16-251lGC - Dignity Health 2008 LIP Inclusion of Medicare
Part C Davs in SSI Ratio Issued 3/l6/2012 CIfuF Group

RFH Letter: 9/1912016

Case No. 1l -0144GC - Dignity Health 2009 LIP Inclusion of Dual
Part C ln SSI RaLio Issued 3/l6/2012 CIRP

RFH Letter: 1011112016

Case No. 17-0141GC Dignity Ilealth 2010 LIP Inclusion of Dual
Elipible Part C Davs in SSI Ratio Isned 3/16/2012 CIRP Group

RFI:I Letter: l0/ 1'l 12016

Case No. 17 -1938GC - Dignity llealth 201 I LIP Dual Eligible Part C
in the SSI Ratio CIRP

R-FH Letter: l/13/2017

Case No. 17-l855GC - Dignity Heulrh 2012 LIP Dual El¡gible Part C

Davs in the SSI Ratio CIRP Groun
RFH Letter: 7 /14/201'7
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Case No. 17-l861GC - Dignity Health 2013 LIP Dual Eligible Part C
Days in the SSI Ratio CIRP Group

RFH Letter: 'l/1412017

Case No. 18-0542GC - Dîgnity Health 2014 LIP Medicare Part C
Ratio CIRP

RFH Letter: l/22/2018

Case No. 18-141 8GC - Dignity Health 2015 LIP Medicare Part C
Days in the SSI Ratio CIRP Group

RFH Letter: 6129/2018

Case No. I9-0343GC - Dignity Health CY 2012 LIP Exclusion of Dual
Elisiblè Part C Days - Medicaid Rntio CIRP 9!91!p 

-

RFH Lette¡: II/19/2018

Case No. 17-1858GC - D ignity Health 2013 LIP Exclusion of Dual
Elisible Part A Unpàid Days - Medicaîd Ratio CIRP Group

RFH Letter: 7ll4/2017

Case No. l7 -1859GC - Dignity Heahh 20I 3 LIP Exclusion of Dual
Elipible Part C Unpaid Days - Medicaid Ratio CIRP GrouP

RFH Letter: 7/14/2017

Case No. 18-1417 GC - Dignity Health 20I5 LIP Exclusion of Dual
Elisibte Part C Days - Medicaid Ratio CIRP Group

RFH Letter: 6129/2018



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICESr,å( Provider Reimbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Baltimore, MD 2f2O7
470-7A6-2677

Electronic Mail

Maureen O'Brien Griffin, Esq.
Hall, Render, Killian, Heath & L)'rnan
500 North Meridian St¡eet
Suite 400
Indianapolis, IN 46204

. RE: Expedited Judiciøl Review Deiermínøtion
V-rcZeC Hali Render 20i 1 DSH MedicareÀ4edicaid Part C Days Group
'1,5-1674G Hall Render 2011 DSH Medicare/Medicaid Part C Days Group II
15-3009GC Thomas Health System 2010 DSH Medicare/lVledicaid Part c Days Group

l8-013lG Hall Rende¡ 2014 DSH MedicareMedicaid Part C Days Group

Dea¡ Ms. Griffin:

The Provider Reirnbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' February 21,

20lg request for expedited judicial review (EJR) (received F ebruary 22,2019). The Board's

determination is set forth below.

Issue

The issue for which EJR has been requested is:

The improper inclusion by the [Medicare Contractor] and the

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) of inpatient

days attributable to Med'icare Advantage patients in the numerator

and [denominator] of the Medicare Proxy when calculating the

dispioportionate siare hospital (DSH) eligibility and payments r

Statutory and Resuìatorv Backeround: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since i983, the Medicare

program has paid most hospitals fo¡ the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

proipective pa)rynent system ("PPS").2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

à-ourrt. p"i Oit"ttu.g", subject to certain payment adjustments 3

I Proviclc¡s' EJR Request at 2.
2 See 42U.5.C. $ l39sww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F R Part412'
t Id.
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.o These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals t}rat serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

("DnR'1.e As a proxy for utilizatìon by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's

qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying

hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.8 Those two

fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXviXD, defines the Medicare/SSl f¡action as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator'of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled 10

benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to

supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, ærd th.e

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up of patients who (for such

days) were entilled to benefits under part A of this subchapter . ' . .

The Medicare/ssl fraction is computed amually by the centers for Medica¡e & Medicaid
Services c'cMS'), and the Medicare contractors use cMS', calculation to compute a hospital's

DSH payment adjustment. lo

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(F)(vi)tD, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for mçdical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entilled to benefits under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of \¡/hich is the total

number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period.rr

4 See 42I).5.C. $ l395ww(d)(5).
5 See 42u.5.c. A l395wu(d)(5)(F)(t)(D; az c.F R. $ 412'106'
6 See 42rJ.S.C. $$ 139sww(d)(s)(FXiXl) and (dX5XF)(v); 42 c F R $ a12'106(c)(l)'
1 See 42IJ.5.C. $$ l39sww(<i)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 c'F R $ 412 106(d)'
8 See 42|J.s.C. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e (Emphasis added.)
ro 42 C.F.R. $ 4 t 2.l o6(bx2)-(3).
rì(Emphasis added.)
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The Medica¡e contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service fo.r

which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

numbei by the total n¡mber of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantaee Pro eram

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations

("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs') is found at42U.S.C' $ 1395mm. The

søt|rre at 42 U.S.C. $ l395mm(aX5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals enrolled undei this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."

Inpatient hospital days for Medica¡e beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medica¡e HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(dX5)(FXvi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

dispropoÍionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe

it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December

1, 1987 , we were not able to isolate the days of care associated

witlr Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to

fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment]'

However, as of December 1,1987, a field was included on the

Medica¡e Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) fìle that

allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated witì
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

' including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH

adjustment].ra

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for

Pa¡t A.l5

12 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(b)(4).
l3 ofHealrh and Human Services.
ì4 55 Fed. Reg.35990,39994 (Sept 4, 1990).
ts lr!.
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,16 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal

year 2001-2004. t7

No further guicìance regarding the ffeatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided

until the 20õ4 úrpatieniProspective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules w,ere published in

the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that

beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficíary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days

attributcible to the beneficiary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage' These patient

days should be included ín the count of total patient days in the

Medicarefraction (the denom,inator), and the patient's days for the

M+C benertciary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be

included in the iumerator of the Medícaid fractíon ' ' ' 'tB

The secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS

final rule, bynoting she was'Îevìsing our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ al2.l06(bX2Xi) to

include túe ãays asiociated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH

calculation."rd ln response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . Ile do agree that once Medicare beneficíaríes elect

Medicare Part C coverage' they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A' We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation Therefore, we are

not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19' 2003

proposed rule to include the duys associated with M+C
bencficiaries in the Medicaíd fraction lnstead, we are

adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C

Ió The Medicare part C program did rot begin operating until January 1, 1999. See P.L. 105-33, I 997 HR 201 5'

codified as 42rJ.S.C. $ 
j:S?w-Zl Note (c)ì'Enr;llment Transition.Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in

ful"ii"ur"l on Decembär 3'l I998,witha;;ligibleorganizationunder...[42U.SC l395mm] shall be co¡sidered

to be enrolled with that organization on January l, ) 999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . . if that olganization as a

contract under that part foiproviding services on January 1, 1999 . , ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. ih" M"ái"ar" Prãrcription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

iZ:j, 
"nu.t"a 

on Oecombcr 8,2003, replãced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage

program under Part C of Title XVIII.
ìt 6Þ F".1. R"g. 48918,49099 (Aug 1l'2004).
r8 68 Fed. Re!. 2'1154,27208 (Mav 19,2003) (emphasis added)'
re 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.



beneficíaries ín the Medicare fraction ' ' ' ' if the beneficiary

is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
' the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our

regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiarjes in the Medicare fraction

of the DSH calculation.2o

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare

fraction of the DSH oalculation.

Although the change in DSH policy r egarding 42C.F.R. $ 412.106(b)(2)(i)was- included in the

August-l 1, 2004 Féderal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until

Aulf¡ust 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the

Secietary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made
.lechnicãl corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY

2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical cor¡ections" are reflected at 42 C'F'R'

$$ 412.106(bx2)(i)(B) and (bx2xiiÐ(B).,, As a result of these rulemakings, Part c days were

re-quired to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1,2004 (the "Part C DSH

policy").

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Heatthcare Services v. Sebelius

(Alli.na l),23 vacared both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequánt regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy

adoptea in FfÍA005 IppS rule.za However, the Secretary h^as not âcquiesced to that decision.

Moie recently, in Allina Health Services v. Price (Allina II),2s the D.C. Circuit confirmed that the

Secretary,s i004 anemptto change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare fraction

had been vacate d in Attina 1.26 TheD.C. Circuit further fotnd in Allina II that the Secretary

failed to provide proper notice a¡d comment before including Part C days in the Medicare

fractions publishå¿ for fy 2012.27 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providc¡s assert that that the Medicare fiaction of the DSH calculation'is improperly

unclerstaterl due to the Secretary's erroneous inclusion ofinpatient days attributable to Medicare
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'?o.Id (emphasis added).
2t '72Fed'. Reg. 4'1130,47384 (Ãug.22,2007)
22 72 Fed. Reg. at 47411 .

2t 746 F.3d ll02 (D.C. Cir.20l4).
2a '.46F.3ð, aI I l0ò n.3, I I I 1 (affìrming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS nrle). 'See

also Allina Heqlrh Ser-vs. v. Sei:belius, fõ4 E. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court çonclud€s thatthe

s""r"ir.f;, i*"rpr"tation ofthc fraciions in the osH calculation, annor¡nced jn 2004 and not added to the code of

Federal íìegulatåns until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" ofthe 2003 |¡PRM ')

'z5 863 F.3d 937 (D C Clr' 201'7)
26 Id. ar 943.
21 Id. ar 943-945.
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Advantage patients in both the numerator and the denominator of the of the Medica¡e f¡action.

The failuie io include suôh days in the Medicaid fraction also understated that fraction. The

Providers point out that the authority upon which CMS relied to collect Medicare Advantage

days information is the DSH regulation at 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106, which includes Medicare

Aávantage days in the description of the days included in the Medica¡e fraction. However, the

enabling starute for this regulation,42 u.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(f), makes no mention of the

inolusion of Medicaid Advantage clays in the Medicare fraction, only traditional Part A days.

The providers contend that Medicare Advantage beneficia¡ies are not entitled to benefits under

Part A, but instead are entitled to benefits under Part c. As a result, the Providers are

challenging the validity of the regulation to tle extent that 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106 contradicts the

enabling sta leaT42 U.S.C. $ I395ww(dx5xÐ.^

ln challenging the validity of the regulation, the Providers assert that the regulation was adopted

in violation oithe Administrative Procedures Act (APA). They contend that the Secretary

violated the APA when she deprived the public the opportunity to comment on the legulatìon.

This position was upheld in thl decisions inboth Atlina I and Àllina II'2e

The providers argue that any Medicare Advantage days that are also dual eligible days cannot be

counted in the Mèdicare ratio for the same reasons as set forth above. Primarily, they believe,

the regulation requiring inclusion ofdual eligible days in the Medicare ratio is invalid and the

days must be counted in numerator of the Medicaìd fraction. This allegedly improper treatment

¡esulted in the gnder payment to Providers as DSH eligible providers of services to indigent

patients, and includei any other related adverse impact to DHS payments, such as capital DSH

payments.3o

With respect to EJR, the Providers believe that the Board has jurisdiction over the matter at issue

and lacks the legal authority to decide the legal question p¡esented. The Providers posif that the

Board is not able to àddress the legal question of whether CMS correctly followed the statutory

mandaies for rulemaking set forth ìn the APA and the statute and is bound by Secretary's actions.

The providers do not believe that the Board has the authority to implement the effecf of Allina I
and Atlina II decisions until the Secretary instructions it to do so'31
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Decision of the Board

2e Id..
)o Id.
3t ld. at 'l

Board's Authoritv

Under the Medicare statute codified at 42IJ.S.C. $ 1 395oo(f)( 1) and the regulations at 42 C'F'R'

$ 405.1S42(Ð(1) (2016), the Board is requìred to grant a provider's EJR request if it determines

that (i) the Èáàá Lur ¡".i.aicrion to conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the

BoarJlacks the authority to decide a specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue

28 Id. at2.
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because the legai question is a challenge either to the constitutionality of a provision .of a statute

or to the substantive or procedural validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling

Jurisdictional Determìnation

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving cost reporting periods ending in 2010-2014 (FY 2013 and prior).

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals f'or cost report periods ending

prior to-Decemb er 31 ,20A8, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amoùnt of
Medicare reimbursement fo¡ the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-

disallowed cost," pursuant to the supreme court's reasonin g set out in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen (Bethesda).32 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost report

submitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a provider

from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the regulations.

Further, no stafute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity ofa
regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the

power to award reimbursement.33

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.3a Among the new

regulati,ons implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which

reiuired for cost report periods enåing on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-

disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under

protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospilal v. Burwell
(Banner).35 In Banner,the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable outlier

regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The provider's

request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over the issue.

The District Court concluded that, wder Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance regulation could

not be applied to appeals raising a legal-challenge to a regulation or other policy that the

Medicare Contractor could not address 36

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administrative appeals. Effective ApÅl23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented

cMS Ruling cMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medic&e contractof

determinatiãns for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008, and which began before

January 1, 2016. Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specifìc item under

appealïas subject to a regulation or payrnent policy that bound the Medicare contractor and left

32 I 0g S. Ct. 1255 (1988). ,See a/so CMS Ruling CMS-l 727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost reporl that coÀplies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Medicåre Contractoi's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-

disallowed the itcm.).
t3 Bethesda at I258-59.
r4 73 Fed. Reg. 30,190, 30,240 (M'av 23,2008).
35 20l F. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.C.2016).
t6 Banner al142.
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it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requirements of 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(aXlXii) were no longer applicable.

Ho*"u"., a provider could elect to selÊdisallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by hling
the matter under protest.

The Boa¡d has determined that participants involved with the instant EJR request which appeal

original Notices of Program Reimbursement are govemed by the provisions of Bethesda and

CMS Ruling 1727 -P.. ln addition, the participants' documentation shows that the estimated

amount in controversy exceeds $50,00-0, as required lor a group appeal3T ând the appeals wele

timely filed. Based on the above, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the above-captioned

appeals and the underlying p¡oviders. The estimated amount in controversy is subject to

recalculation by the Medicare contractot fo¡ the actual final amount in each case.

Board's Analysis Resarding lts Authoritv to Consider the Appealed Issue

The Providers within this EJR request fìled appeals covering cost reporting peliods ending in
2010-2014 (FY 2013 and prior). Thus, the appealed cost leporting periods fall squarely within
the time fiame applicable to the Secletary's Part C DSH policy being challenged which was

adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and later codified aT 42 C F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)

and (bX2)(iiiXB) as part of the I.-Y 2008 IPPS final rule. The Board recognizes that, fo¡ the time

period at issue in these requests, theD.C. Circ;tljttn Allina I vacated this regulation. However,

the Secretary has not formally acquiesced To thaT vacatur and, in this regard, has not published

any guidance on how the vacatur is being implemented (e.g., only circuit-"vide versus

nationwide).38 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has vacated the

regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Provide¡s would^have the right to bring suit in
either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they afe located.3e Based on the above, the

Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes of this EJR

request.

Board's Decision Regardins the EJR Request

The tsoard finds that:

1) it has jurisdiction ove¡ the matter for the subject years and the Providers

in this appeal are entrtled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the Providers' assertions regarding 42 C.F R'

$$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)' there are no findings of fact

for resolution bY the Board;

3? See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
t8 see genera yêrantMed. ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp.3d68,77-82(D.D.C.2016),ufl'd,875F.3d70l (D.c.

Cir. 2017).
3e See 42lJ.5.C. $ l395oo(f)(l).



3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42

C.F.R. $ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42

C.F.R. $$ 4t2.Io6(b)(2)(iXB) and (bX2XiiD@) (2008) codifving the

Medicare Part C DSH policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule

are valid.

Accordingly, the Board fìnds tþar the question of the validity of 42 c.F.R. $$ 412.106(bx2xÐ(B)

and (bx2t(ili)@) (2008) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. g 1395oo(f)(1) and,

nereby,'giànts ttre providèrs' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The Providers

have 60 ãays from. the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action forjudicial
review. since this is the only issue under dispute, the Board hereby closes the cases.

Board Members ParticiPatin g:
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMÀN SERVICES;.x( Provider Re¡mbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Su¡te 100
Balt¡more, MD 27207
470-746-2671

Illectronic Mail

Robef L. Roth, Esq.
Hooper, Lundy and Bookman, P.C.
401 9rh Street, NW
Suite 550
Washington, D.C.20004

FfF,z Expedited Jadicíal Review Deteimination
Caie No. I6-I¡Z6G HLB 2008 DSH Part C Days Medicaid and Medicare/SSl Fractions Grp.

Dear Mr. Roth:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' Jamary 25,

20i9 request for expedited judicial review (EJR), for the above-referenced appeal, as well as the

Providers' February 22,2019 response to the Board's Febnrary 21, 2019 request for additional

information. The Board's determination is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute

The issue in this appeal is:

Whether the Hospitals' FY 2008 Medicare DSH [1.e.

disproportionate share hospital] payments were understated

because (a) the numerator of the Meclicaid fraction improperly
excluded inpatient hospital days attributabìe to dually-eligible
Medicare Part C plan enrollee patients and (b) the Medicare/SSl
fraction improperly included inpatient hospital days attributable to

Medicare Part C enrollee patients.l

Statutorv and Regulatory Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs ofinpatient hospital sewices under the

prospective payment system ("ef S'1 ' Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

amounts peidiichurge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3

I Provide¡s' EJR request at l.
2 See 42IJ.S.C. $ l395ww(dXl)-(5);42 C.F.R. Part 4t2.
) ld.
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-spccific DSH adjustment, which requires the
Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate nqmbgr of loly-income patients,5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("Onn'1.e As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of t}re DSH payment to a qualifying
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentages.s Those tlo
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

Thc statutc, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXvi)(I), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction asi

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numelator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to

benefits under part A of |his subchapter and we¡e entitled to
supplemental secudty income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI ofthis chapter, and the

denominato¡ of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such

days) were entitled to benefix under part A of this subchapter . . . .

The Medica¡e/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSII payment adjustment.ro

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)@)(vi)(Il), defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the numbe¡ of the hospital's patient days for such periocÌ which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled îo benefits under

a See 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5).
5 See 42U.5,C. $ 1395ww(dX5XF)(i)(I); a2 C.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 See 42It .S,C. $$ l39sww(d)(s)(FXiXl) and (dXsXF)(v); a2 c.F R. $ a 12.106(c)(l).
7 See 42tJ.S.C. $$ l395ww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C.F.R. $412.106(d)-
E .tee 42 U.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e (Emphasis added.)

'o 42 C.F.R. ç 4 r2.106(bX2)-(3).
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part A of thß subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total

numbe¡ of the hospital's patient days for such period.rl

The Medicare contractor detemines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

number by the total numbø of patient days in the same period. 12

Medical'e Advantage Proeram

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations

("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U'S C. $ 1395mm. The

stafite at 42 U.S.C. $ l395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible oiganization under

this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for'Medica¡e beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language of section 18 86(d)(5)(F)(vi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropdate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients '¡/ho receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December

1, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days of care associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and tberefore, were unable to

l-old this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December l,1987, a field was included on the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSVMedicare peroentage [of the DSH
adjustment].ra

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.l5

r¡ (Emphasis added.)
ì, 42 C,F.R. $ 4r2.106(hX4).
ìr of Health and Human Services.
I4 55 Fed. P.eg. 35990, 39.994 (Sept.4, 1990).
ts Id.
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,16 Medica¡e beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medica¡e Pa¡t C werè no longer entitled to have pal,rnent made for their
care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS clid not include Medicare Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSII payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.t7

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notica the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join a¡ M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered unde¡ Part A
. . . . onc¿ u beneJìciaty elects Medicare Part C, those pat¡ent ddys
attributable 1o the beneficiary should not be included ín the
iuiedicare fraction of the DSH patient percentqge. These patient
days should be included in the count of lotal patient days in the
Medicare fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for the
M+C benefciary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be
included in the numeraîor of the Medicaid fraCÍion . . . .r8

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fìscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS
fìnal rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSII
calculation."le ln response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We do agree that once Medicare ber,eficiaries eleci
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,
entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are
not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed ntle to include the da¡t5 ctssocialed with M*C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid.fraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy 10 include the patient days for M+C

IóThe Medicare Part C program didnot begin operating untiÌ January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,
codifed as 42U.5.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An iudividuaÌ who is enrolled fin
Medicare] on December 31 1998, \¡/ith an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered
to be enrolled with that organization on January l, 1999, und€r part C ofTitle XVIIL . if that organization as a
contract rmder that part for providing serviceS on January 1, 1999 . . . ." This was also k¡own as

Medicare+Choice. The Medioare Prescription Drug, Improvement ald Modcrnìzation Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-
173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medica¡e+C¡oice program wilh lhe new Medicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title XVIIL
17 69 Fed. Reg. 48918,49099 (Aug. 11,2004).
rE 68 Fed. P.ce.27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added).
¡e 69 Fed. R€g. at 49099.
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beneficiaries in the Medicarefraction. . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M-|C beneficiaries in the Medicare fi'action
of the DSH calculation.20

This statcmcnt would rcquirc inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation

Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)(i) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
Augtst22,2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the

Secretaiy noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced tlat she had made
"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with tlìe change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical cor¡ections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were
required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of Octôber 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy").

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in I llina Healthcare Services v. Sebeliui
(Allína I),23 vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the
subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS nrle.2a However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.
More recently, in Allina Health Servíces v. Price (Allina II),2s the D.C. Circuit confirmed that the
Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare fraction
had been vacate d in Atlina 1.26 TheD.C. Circuit further foutd in Allina ^Il that the Secretary
faìled to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the Medicare
fractions published lor r"Y 2012.27 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers are challenging the inclusion ofPart C days in the Medicare/SSl fraction and the
exclusion of dually-eligible Medicare Part C days from the numeratôr of the Medicaid fraction,

20 1d. (emphasis added).
2t 72 Fed. l¡.eg. 41130,41384 (Aug.22,200'Ì).
22 72Fed. Reg. ar4741 l.
21 746F.3d, t1o2 (D.c. cir.2ot4).
'4'l46F.3dat 1106n.3, llll (affirming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY2005 IPPS rule). ,tee
also Alltna Health Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 7 5,89 (D.D.C.2012) ("The Court concludes that the
Secretary's interpretation of the fractions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added 1o the Code of
Federal Regulations unljl the sunrner of 2007, was not a "logical outglowth" of the 2003 NPRM,').
'z5 

863 F.3d 937 (D.C. Cir. 20 l7).
26 I¿1. a|943.
21 Id. at 943-945.
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used to calculate their DSH payments based on the Secretary's invalid Part C DSH policy
adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule (which the Secretary improperly sought to impose
without notice and comments rulemaking in 2007 in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule). The
Providers note that although the Board has jurisdict'ion over the DSH Medicare Part C Days
Medicaid and Medicare/SSl liactions issue, they believe that the Board lacks the authority to
make any changes to CMS policy. They believe that EJR is appropriate where there is a

challenge over the substantive and procedural validity ofthe rule requiring the inclusion ofPart
C days in the Medicare/SSl fraction.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(Ð(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017),the
Ìloard is required to grant an EJR request if it detennines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearii.ig on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdictional Detemination

The participants in this EJR request have filed appeals involving cost reporting periods ending in
2008.

The Board reviewed the updated Schedule of Providers and supporting jurisdictional documents
that were submitted on February 22,2019 in response to the Board's letter advising you that the
earlier submission was not incompliance with the Board Rules. The documentation that you
resubmitted complied with the Board's rrles except thal documentation for Tabs D and E (the

audit adjustments and calculation of the reimbursement effect) were not submitted. Although
there continued to be issues with the document submission, as a courlesy, the Board staff
reviewed the group and individual files for these 2 providers in the case and located the missing
documentation to cure the deficiencies in your submission. While the Board was able to extend
this coùrtesy to you in this instance, the Roarrl expects that, for future submissions, you will cure
the issues noted in this letter and earlier correspondence from the Board. In partiatlar, for
future Boarrl sttbmissíons of the Schedule of Providers ønd supporting docuntentatiott, please
erts Íe lhat the jurisdictional submissionfor all providers in a group appeal include Tabs À, B,

D, E, G and H with the required documentation placed under the correct tab in complínnce witlt
Boar¡l Rules.

For pnrposes of Board jurrscliction over a participant's appeal for cost report periods ending prior
to December 31, 2008 the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction ivith the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-
disallowcd cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
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Association v. Bowen (Bethesda).28 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost repoÍ
submitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a provider
from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of ¡eimbursement allowed by the regulatiòns.
Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity of a
regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Cont¡actor where tlre contractor is without the
power to award reimbursement.29

On August 21,2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.3o Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice ivas 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 3 1, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
(Banner).3tlnBanner,theproviderfileditscostreportinaccordancewiththeapplicableoutlièr
regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The provider's
request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over the issue.
The District Court concluded thal, tnder Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance regulation could
not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy that the
Medica¡e Contractor could not ãddress.32

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in.B anner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effective Apr,il23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented.
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Meclica¡e Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on or after December 31,2008 and which began
before January l,2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item
under appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor
and left it with no authority or discretion to make payrnent in the manner sought by the provider
on appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

The Board has determined that participants involved with the instant EJR requests of Medicare
Part C days issue are govemed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling-l727-R,
consequently, the Eloard has jurisdiction over the appeals. ln addition, the participants'
documentation shows that the estilnated amoult in controversy exceeds $50,000, as requilecl for
a group appeal33 and the appeals were timely filed. Based on the above, the Board finds that it
has jurisdiction for the above-captìoned appeals and the underlying providers. Tbe estimated

28 108 S. Cf. 1255 (1988). S¿e a/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that complies \Ä'ith the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The
Medicare Contractor's NPR would not includ€ any disallowance for the item. Tbe provider effectively self-
disallowed the item.).
2e Dethesda at I258-59.
30 73 Fed,. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23,2008).
3r201 F. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.C.2016)
J2 Ba¡tner al I42.
)) See 42 C.F.R. ç 405.1837.
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amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the actual final
amount in each case.

Board's Analysis Resardins the AppEalefl I!!ue

The appeals in this EJR request involve 2008 cost reportìng periods. Thus, the appealed cost

reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicablè to the Secretary's Part C DSH
policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and.later codified at

42 C.F.R, $$ 412.106(bX2)(iXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FY 2008 IPPS final rule. The

Board recognizes that, for the tinre period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Citcuit in Allina I
vacated this regùlation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced To That vacatur and,

in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being implemented (e.g.,

only circuit-wide versus nationwide).34 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to datc that

has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Proviclers would have the

right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within vihich they are located.35 Based

on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes

of this EJR request.

Board's Decision ø the F.IR R eorest

The Board finds ttrat:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the participants in these

group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participân¿s' absertions regarding 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(;)(B) and

(bx2)(iiÐ(B), there are no findings offact for resolutron by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R

$ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the âuthority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiD@) (2008) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final mle a¡e valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2XÐ(B)

and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2008) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(l) and,

hereby, grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject year'

)a see genera y Grant Mecl. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. SLçp. 3d 68,77-82 (D.D.C.2016), dff'd,875 F.3d10l (D.C

Cir. 20 l7).
i5 See 42\J.5.C. g t395oo(f(1).
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The Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in this case, the Board hereby closes

this case.

Board Members Part icipatins:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD

3/1s/2019

X Clayton.t. t,tix

Clâyton J. Nix, Esq

Chair
S¡gned by Clayton J. Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedule of Providers

cc: Bruce Synder, Novitas (Electronic Mail w/ Schedule ofProviders)
Wilson Leong, Esq., Federal Speciaiized Services (Electronic Mail w/Schedule of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMÀN SERVIEES

Prov¡der Reimbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Balt¡more, l4D 27207
4ro-746-267t

Electronic Mail

Isaac Blumberg
Blumberg Ribner, Inc.
315 South Beverly Drive
Suite 505
Beverly Hills, CA 90212-1925

Rßt Expedíted Jutlicial Review Determinøtion
l9-l240GC Continuum Health Partners 201 I Medìcare HMO Part C Days Medicare Fraction
l9-1244GC Continuum Health Partners 201 1 Medicaid HMO Part C Days Medicaid Fraction

Dear Mr. Blumberg:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' February 22,
2019 request for expedited judicial review (EJR) (received February 25, 2019), for the above-
referenced appeals. The Board's determination is set forlh below.

Issue in Dispute

The issue in these appeals is

Whether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be

removed from tJle disproportionate share hospital adjustment
("DSH Adjustmcnt") Mediuare Flactrou and added to the Medicaid
Fraction consistent with the decision ofthe United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia in Allina If ealth Services v.

Sebelius, 7 46 F.3d 1 1 02 (D.C. Cir. 201 4).1

Statutory and Regulatory Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covets "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs ofinpatient hospital serwices under the

prospective payment system ("PPS").2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

âmounts per discharge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3

I P¡ovide¡s' EJR request at l.
2 See 42IJ.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5); 42 C.F.R. Part 412
t Id.
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The ppS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbu¡sement based on hospital-

specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requìres the

Sicretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly

disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

(.,Off,1.u As-a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP dctermines a hospital's

qualification u. o nSif, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying

li"rpìì^f ; in" Opp is âefined as the sum oftwo ffactìons expressed as percentages'8 Those two

fraåions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" f¡action and the "Medicaid" fraction' Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The starute, 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)(FXvixD, defines the Medicare/sSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage)' the numerator of which is

the number ofsuch hospital's patient days for such period which

were made up of patients who (for such days) werc entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to

supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

suppiementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the

ì denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such 
^

days) were entítled to benefits under part A of this subchapter ' ' 'e

The Medicare/ssl fraction is computed annually by the centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Sewices ('CMS'), and the Medicáre contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's

DSFI payment adjustment.ro

The starure,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FxvixD, defines the Medicaid tiaction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which ls

the number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period which

consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible ftrr rnedioal

assistance uuder a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to beneJits under

pctrt A of ihis subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total

number of the hospitàl's patìent days for such periodll

a See 42rJ.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)
5 See 42lJ.5.C. $ l395ww(dXSXFXiXI); a2 C F R $ 412 106'
6 iee 42IJ.S.C. $$ r ¡ss..(¿Xsxr)(i)(I) and (d)(s)(F)(v); a2 c F R $ 412106(cxl)
7 See 42U.5.c. $ó 1395vrw(dx5xF)(iv) and (vii){xiii); 42 C F R $ 412 106(d)'
8 S¿¿ 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi).
e (Emphasis added.)
r0 42 C.F.R. $ 4 r 2.106(b)(2)-(3).
rr (Emphasis added.)
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The Medica¡e cont¡actor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number of patient days in the same period.¡2

Medicare Advantage Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing pa)¡rnents to health maintenance orgaaizations
("HMOs'i) and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ l395mm. The
statute at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for'þa;'rneqt to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefiÍs under part A of this subchapter and enrolled r¡nder part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are
refer¡ed to as Medica¡e HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretàryr3 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(dX5XF)(vi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(s)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
l, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December 1, 198'1 , a field was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated wrth
Medica¡e patients. Therefore, since that lime we have been
including FIMO days in the SSVMedicare perientage [of the DSH
adjustment].la

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.ls

t2 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx4).
ì3 of Health and Human Services.
I4 55 Fed. Reg. 35990, 39994 (Sept. 4, 1990).
t5 Id.
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,t6 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medica¡e Part C were no longer entitled to have pal,rnent made for their
care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare'contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.17

No further guidahce regarding the trcatmcnt of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Pay'rnent System ('fPPS') proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administe¡ed under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Med.ícare Part C, those patient dãys

attributable to the beneficiary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH paîient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count oftotal patient days in the

Medicare fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for the
M+C beneficiary who ís also eligible for Medicaid would be

included in the numerdlor of the Medicaid fraction . . . .t8

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS
final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $   12.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."le ln response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . l\/e do agree that once Medicare beneJiciaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to beneJits under Medicare Parî A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as fnal our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associctled with M+C
beneficiaríes ìn the Medicaid fraction. Insteutl, we are
adopring a policy to include the patient days for AtÍ+C

I6 The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January l,1999 See PL. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,

codified as 42|J.5.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollmcnt Transition Rùle - An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicare] on December 3l I 998, with an eligìble organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered

to be enrolled with that organization on January l, I 999, under part C of Title XVIII . . if that organization as a

contract under that part for providing sewices on January 1,1999 . . -" This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Mediçare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), cnactcd on Dccember 8,2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program Ìvirh the new Medicare Advantage

progíam under Part C of Title XVIIL
I7 69 Fed. Reg. 48918, 49099 (Aug. I 1, 2004)
I8 68 Fed. I.eg.27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added).

'e 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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. beneficiaries in the Medicare fraclion ' '" if the benefìciary

is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicarè fraction' We are revising our

regulations at $ 412' 106(b)(2)(i) to include the days

asiociated with M*C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction

of the DSH calculation.20

'Ihis statement would require ilrclusion of Medicarc Part C inpaticnt days in the Medicare

fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)(i) was included in the

Auguså l, 2004 Fãderal Register, no change to the regulatory la^nguage was published until

etittstZZ,ZOOT when the FÉY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the

S""?"t*y oot"a that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and amounced that she had made

"technicál corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY

2005 lpps final rule. These ,,telc¡nicai corrãctions" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bx2)(i)(B) and (bx2xiiÐ(B).,, As a resufrof these rulemakings, Part c days were

ieþired to ùá ìncìu¿ed in the Medicare fraction as of Octobe¡ 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH

policy").

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius

(Allina I),23 vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

Àubsequént regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS finaÌ rule codifying the Part C DSH policy

adoptå in FFÍ 2005 IppS rule.2a However, the Secretary h-a_s not acquiesced to that decision'

Moie recently, in Allina Health Sewices v. Price (Allina II),2s theD.C. Circuit confirmed that the

Secretary's 2b04 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare fraction

had been vacated in Atlina L26 The D.C. Circuit firrther found in Allina II Lhat the Secretary

failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the Medicare

fractions publisnå¿ fã¡ ny 2012.27 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to this decision'

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers assert that EJR is appropriate because the Secletary has not acquiesced to the

decision ìn Allina I. As a result, ';the L004 regulation requiring Part c <1ays tre included ir the

'zo 
./¿ (emphas¡s added).

2t 
7 Z Fed. Reg. 47 130,47384 (Ãug. 22,2007)'

22 72Fed. P.eg. at 414\1.
23 746 F.3d 1102 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
24 .146 F.3d at I 10à n.3, I 1 I I (affirming podíon of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule)' Jee

also Allina Heqlth Sems. v. ,Seihelius, gõ'i r. supp 2d 75, 89 (D D c 20l2) ("The CouÌl concludeslhat Ìhe

S""r"iurf;r.t"rpretaljon ofthe ûaciions in t¡e ôSU calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of

Federal iegulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" ofúc 2003 NPRM.).
25 863 F.3d937 (D.C Cir.2017).
26 lcl. at 943.
27 ld. at 943-945.
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Part A./SSI fraction and removed from the Medicaid fiaction remains in effect as set forth in 42
C.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(l)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)."'8 The Providers point out that thèy have met
the timely filing requirements and the amount in controversy and believe that EJR is appropriate
since the Board is bound by the regulation.

Decision of the BoArd

Pusuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f(1) and the regulations ât 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017),the
Board is reqnirecl to grant arì EJR request ìf it detemines that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdictional Determination

The partìcipants in this EJR request have filed appeals involving fiscal year 201 1 .

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeal for cost report periods ending prior
to December 31, 2008 the particlpant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Associatíon v. Bowen ("8 ethesda").2e In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that acost
report submitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a
provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the
regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regrrlation be suhmitle<l first to thç Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without fhe
power to award reimbursement.3o

On August 21,2008,new regulations goveming the Board were effective.3r Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(l)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disaìlowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost repof ünder
protest. Tlris regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
(" Banner").3z In Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier pa;'rnent it was seeking. The

provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over

28 Request for EJR at I .

,e I 08 S. Cr- 1255 (1988). .9e¿ a/so CMS Ruling CMS-172?-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy fo¡ the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Medicare Co¡tmctor's NPR would not includc any disaÌlowance 1-or the ttem. 'l he provicler effecttvely self-
disallowed the item.).
to Bethesda at I258-59.
rì 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23,2008).
32 201 F. Supp. 3d 131 (D.D.C.2016)
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the issue. The District Coutt concluded that, \îder Bethesda, ¡fie 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applìed to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other pólicy
that the Medicare Contractor could not add¡ess.33

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the bolding to certain
similar adminishative appeals. Effective Apr1|23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involvcs dissatisfaction with thc Mcdicarc Contractor
determinations for cost report periocìs ending on or after l)ecember 3 1, 2008 ancl which began
before January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item
under appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor
and left it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider
on appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ a05.1S35(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

The Boa¡d has determined that participants involved with the instant EJR requests ale govemed
by CMS Ruling-1727-R, consequently, the Board has jurisdiction over the appeals. In addition,
the participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds

$50,000, as required for a group appeal3a and the appeals were timely filed. Based on the above,
the Board finds that it has jurisdiction fo¡ the above-captioned appeals and the underlying
providers. The estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare
contractor for the actual final amount in each case.

Board's Analvsis Regarding the Appcalcd IsÊus

The appeals in this EJR request involve the 201 1 cost reporting period. Thus, the appealed cost
reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's Part C DSH
policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and later codified at
42 C.F.R. $g 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiiXB) âs par of tlìè FY 2008 IPPS final rule. The
Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D. C. Circút in Allina I
vacated this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiescecl lo IhaT vacalur and,
in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being implemented (e-g.,

only circuit-wìde versus nationwide).35 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that
has vacated the regulation and, jf the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the
right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.36 Based

on the above, the Boarcl must conclude that it is otherwìse bound by these regulations for
purposes of this EJR request.

tt Banner at 142.
r4.tee 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
35 See generally Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,77-82 (D.D.C.2016), aff'¿l, 875 F.3d 701 (D C.

Cir.2017).
)6 See 42IJ.S.C. $ l395oo(f)(1).
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Board's Decision Reearding the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject year and that the
Providers are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the providers' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XìiÐ(B), the¡e are no findings of fact
fo¡ ¡esolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulalion (42
C.F.R. $ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42
c.F.R. $$ 4r2.106(b)Q)6)@) and (bX2XiiiXB) (2008) codifying the
Medicare Part C DSH policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule
are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (b)(Z)(iii)(B) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and hereby
grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject year. The Providers have 60
days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for judicial review. Since
there a¡e no othe¡ issues under dispute in these cases, the cases are hereby closed.

Board Members Participatine:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD

3/19/2019

X Clayton J. t'tix

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Chair

Siqned by: Clayton J Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedules of Providers

cc: Pam VanArsdale, NGS (Electronic Mail Schedules of Providers)
Wilson Leong, Esq., Federal Specialized Services (Electronic Mail w/Schedules ofProviders)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Balt¡more, MD 2t207
4t0-746-267t

Electronic Deliverv

Maureen O'Brien Griffin, Esq.
Hall, Render, Killian, Heath & LYman
500 North Meridian Street
Suite 400
Indianapolis, IN 46204

Nb Expedíled Judicial Review Determinaliott
l5-3325GC Valley Health 201 1 DSH Part C Days Group
16-0002GC Thomas Health System 201I DSH Part C Days Group
l6-0600GC Thomas Health System 2012 DSH Part C Days Group
1ó-1599GC Truman Medical Centers, Inc. 2013 DSH Medicare/l\4edicaid Pa¡t C Days Group
1.7 -1169G Hall Rende¡ 2012 DSH Medicare/Medicaid Part C Days Group

Dear Ms. Griffin:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' Febnaty 27,

2019 request for expedited judicial review ('EJR') (received February 28,2019) for the appeals

referenced above. The Board's determìnation regarding EJR is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute:

The issue in these appeals is:

The improper inclusion by the [Medicare Contract'or] and the

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) of inpâtient
days attributable to Medicare Advantage patients in the numerator
and [denominator] of the Medicare Proxy when calculating the

dispioportionate share hospital (DSH) eligibility and payments.l

Statutory and RegulatorY Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medica¡e Act covers "inpatient hospjtal services." since t 983, the Medicare

program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

p.oipecti,r" paymcnt system ("PPS").2 Under PPS, Medtcare pays predetermined, standardizecl

ãmounts p"i,lis"harge, subject to ccrtain payment adjustments.3

I Providers' EJR Request at I -

2 See 42rJ.s.C. $ l395ww(dXl)-(5);42 C.F.R. Patt 4I2.
3ld.
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The PPS statute contains a number oîprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("nnn'1 u As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP detennines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying
hospital.T The DPP is defined as tåe sum of two fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(l), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number ofsuch hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
beneJìts under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI ofthis chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days
fo¡ such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entitled to benefits under part A of this subchapter . . . .e

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare cont¡actors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's

':ïÏ, ;T:Ïi;;,--(dXs)(FXvDGD, dennes tne ve¿icar¿ rraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who weÍe nol entilled 10 benefits under

4 See 42rJ.S.C. g l395ww(d)(5).
5 See 421J.5.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(FXiXl); a2CFR. $ 412.106.
6 See 42u.5.c. g$ l395ww(d)(5)(IXiXI) and (d)(s)(F)(v); a2 c.F R $ a 12.106(c)(l)
7 See42U.S.C. $$ l395ww(d)(5)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C.F.R. $412.106(d).
I See 421J.5.C. g l395ww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e lEmphasis added.)
Io 42 C.F.R, 0 4l2.l o6(bx2)-(3).
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part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.rl

The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days ofservice for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total numbe¡ of patient days in the same period.12

Mcdicarc Advantagc Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.
The malraged care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The
siafiTc at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this section fo¡ individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B ofthis subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficia¡ies enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are
refer¡ed to as Medicare.HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 7990 F ederal Register, the Secretaryl3 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(dX5XFXvi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part ,{," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
I, 1987 , we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December I, 1987 , a field was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patìents. Therefore, since that time we have been
including HMO days.in the SSVMeclioare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment l.ra

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.l5

rì (Emphasis added.)
r, 42. c.F.R. I412.106(bX4).
Ir of Health and Human Services-
14 55 Fed. Reg- 35990,39994 (Sept. 4, 1990).
t5 Id.
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,t6 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

ca¡e under Part A. Cofsistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.t7

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided

until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days

attributable 1o the beneJiciary should not be included in the

Medicare fractíon ofthe DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count of total patient days in the

Medícare fraction (\he denominator), and îhe patíent's days for the

M+C beneJìcíary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be

included in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction . . . .18

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Fede¡al fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C'F.R'] $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with lPart C] benefrciaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."le ln response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We do agree that once Medicare beneJiciaries elect

Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Parl A, We agree with
the commente¡ that these days should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopÍing as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003

proposed rule 1o include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid fraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction . . . . if the beneficiary

r6 The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January l, 1999. See P.L. I 05-33, 1997 HR 2015,

codiJied as 42u.5.C. E 1394w-21Note (c) "E¡rollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Meãicarel on Decembãr 3l 1998, wjth an elifib)e organization unde¡ . . . [42 U.S.C. 1395mm] shall be conside¡ed

to be cnrolled with that organization on January I , 1999, under part C ofTitle XVlll . . if that organization as a

contract under that part for providing sewices on January 1, 1999 " This was also lmown as

Medicare+Choice. The Me{icare Prescription Drug, lmprovement and Modemization Act of 2003 (Pub.f.. 108-

173), enacted on December 8,2003, replaced the MedicarelChoice prograrrr with the ¡rew Medicare Advantage

program under Part C ofTide XVIII.
¡7 69 Fed. Reg. 48918,49099 (Aug. 11,2004)
ts ó8 Fed. Reg. 27154,27208 (May 19, 2003) (emphasis added)
!e 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ a12.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.2o

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)(i) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
August 22, 2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the
Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made
"technical cor¡ections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical cor¡ections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were
required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the'Part C DSH
policy").

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius
(Allina I),23 vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the
subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS ru1e.24 However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.
More recently, in Allina Heatth Set"vices v. Price (Allina II),25 the D.C. Ci¡cuit confirmed that the

Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare fraction
had been vacateð inAllina L26 The D.C. Circuit further found in Allina II that the Secretary
failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the Medicare
fractions published for FY 2012.21 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers assert that that the Medicare fraction of the DSH calculatiofi is improperly
understated due to the Secretary's erroneous inclusion of inpatient days attributable to Medicare
Advantage patients in both the nume¡ator and the denominator of the of the Medicare fraction.
The failu¡e to include such days in the Medicaid fraction also understated thdt fraction. The

20 1d. (emphasis added).
2t 72 Fed. P..eg. 4'l130,47384 (Ar:g. 22,2007).
22 72 Fed.Reg. at 47 411 .
23 746F.3d I r02 (D.c. cn.2o14).
24 746F.3d at 1106 n.3, l l l I (afñrming portion ofthe district coùt decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). See

also Allina Health Ser-vs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d'15,89 (D.D.C.2012) ("Ths Court concludes that tbe

Secretary's iDterprctalion ofthe fractions fu the DSII calculation, announccd in 2004 and not addcd to thc Code of
Federal Regulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" ofthe 2003 NPRM ')
25 863 F .3d 937 (D .C . Cir . 2017) .
26 Id at 943.
)1 Id. at 943-945.
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Providers point out that the authority upon which CMS relied to collect Medicare Advantage
days information is the DSH regulation at 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106, which includes Medicare
Advantage days in the description of the days included in the Medicare fraction. However, the

enabling statute for this regulation,42U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(f), makes no mention of the
inclusion of Medicaid Advantage days in the Medicare fraction, only traditional Part A days.

The Providers contend that Medicare Advantage beneficiaries are not entitled to benefits under

Part A, but insiead are entitled to benefits under Part C. As a result, the Pfoviders are

challenging the validity of the regulation to the extent that 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106 contradicts the

enabling statute at 42IJ.S.C. $ l395ww(dX5)(f) as it relates to including Part C days in the
Medicare fraction.28

In challenging the validity ofthe regulatìon at $ 412.106(b) as it ¡elates to including Part C days

in the Medicaie fraction, the Providers assert that this regulation was adopted in violation of the

Administrative Procedures Act (APA). They recognize that this regulation was codified as part

of the technical correction made in the FFY 2008 Final Rule. They contend that the Secretary

violated the APA wheìr she deprived the public the opportunity to iomment on this regulation.
This position was upheld in the decisions inboth Altina I and Altína IL2e

The Providers argue that pny Medicare Advantage days that are also dual eligible days cannot be

counted in the Medicare fraction for the sar(re reasons as set forth above. Primarily, they believe,
the regulation requiring inclusion ofdual eligible days in the Medicare fraction is invalid and the

days must be counted in numerator of the Medicaid fraction. This allegedly improper featment
resulted in the under payment to Providers as DSH eligible providers ofservices to indigent
patients, and includes any other related adverse impact to DHS payments, such as capital DSH
payments.3o

{ith respect to EJR, the Providers believe that the Boa¡d has jurisdiction over the matter at issue

and lacks the legal authonty to decide the.legal question presented. The Providers posit that the

Board is not able to address the legal question of whethe¡ CMS correctly followed the statutory
mandates for rulemaking set forth in the APA and the statute and is bound by Secretary's
actions. The Provide¡s do not believe that the Board has the authority to implement the effect of
Allinn l.

Decision of the Board

Pùrsuant to 42U.5.C. $ i395oo(f)(1) and the regulations 
^t 

42 C.F.R.$ 405- 1842(Ð(1) (2017), the

Board is required to gtant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to

conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal queslion js a

challenge either to the constitutionalrty ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Rtrlilg.

28 ld. at 2.
2e ld.
ro Id.
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Jurisdiction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 20ll-2013.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 31, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPaÍ C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Courl's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Assocíation v. Bowen ("Bethesda').3t In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

report submitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbu¡sement allowed by the
regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the

power to award reimbursement.32

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board we¡e effective.33 Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1Xii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the proòedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Banner").34 In Banner, the provider filed its cost repofi in accordance wìth the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Court concluded |hat, wder Bethesda, rhe 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
thãt the Medicare Contractor could not address.35

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to.apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effective Aprtl23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare ConÍactor
dèterminations for cost repoft periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before
January 1,2016, Unde¡ this ruling, where the Board determines that the specifìc item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contracto¡ and left
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ a05.i835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable

3¡ I 08 S, Ct. 12-55 (1988). ,See a/so CMS Ruling CMS- 1727-R (ìn self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that complies with the Meclicare payrnent policy fo¡ the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Medicãre Cont¡acto¡'s NPR would not include any disallowatlce fur the iteûr. Tlìe provider effectively self-

ciisallowed the iterrr.).
12 Bethesda,l0S S. Ct. a¡ 1258-59.
3r 73 Fed. Reg. 30190,30240 (May 23,2008).
ro 201 F. supp.3d 131 (D.D.c.2016)
15 lcl. at 142.
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However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

The Board has determined that the participants involved with the instant EJR request are

govemed by CMS Ruling CMS-I727-R. In addition, the participants' documentation shows that

the estimated amount in controversy exceeds S50,000, as required for a group appeal36 and the

appeals were timely filed. Based on the above, the Board fintls thatithas juristliction ftlr the

above-captioned appcals and the underlying providers. Based on the above, the Board finds that

it has jurisdiction over the above-captioned group cases and the underlying providers. The

estimated amount in controversy is subject io recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the

actual final amount in each case.

Board's Anal),sis Regardinq the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2011-2013 cost reporting periods. Thus, the

appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's

Part C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and

later codified at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (b)(2xiiÐ(B) as part of the FY 2008 IPPS

final rule. The Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C.
Cirøit in Allina l vacated this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced

to lhat vacatur 
^nd, 

in this regaid, has not published any guidance on how the v¿c¿ tur is being
implemented (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwide).3? Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the

only circuit to date that has vacated the regulation and, if the Board we¡e to grant EJR, the

Providers would have the right to bring suit ìn either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which
they are located.38 Based on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by
the regulation for purposes of this EJR request.

Board's Decisron Regardine the EJR Requçg!

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the participants in these

group appeals are entitled to a hearing betore the tsoard;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and

(bX2XiiÙ(B), there are no findings of fact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medica¡e law and regulation (42 C.F.R. $

405.1867); and

)6 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1817.
t1 see generally Grant Med. ctr. v. Bur-well,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,7'1-82 (D.D.C. 2016), qff',d,875 F.3d 701 (D.c.

cn.2017).
1E See 42\.J:5.C. $ l395oo(f)( I ).
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4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whethe¡ 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) (2008) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the Boa¡d finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. gg 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2008) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. g 1395oo(f)(1) and
hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The
Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes
tlose cases.

Board Members Pa¡ticipatins:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD

3/19/2019

X Clayton J. Nix

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Cha¡r

Sí9ned by: Clayton J. Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedules of Providers

cc: Laurie Polson, Palmetto GBA c/o NGS (Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)
Byron Lamprecht, WPS (Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)
'Wilson Leong, (Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Re¡mbursement Revìew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Baltimore, MD 2L2O7
4L0-786-2677

Electronic Mail

Isaac Blumberg
Blumberg Ribner, Inc.
315 South Beverly Drive
Suite 505
Beverly Hills, CA 90212-1925

RJE: Expedíted Juilícíal Review Detemtìnat¡on
l8-0402G BRI Independent Hospitals 2008 Medicare HMO Part Days-Medicare Fraction Grp 3

18-0403G BRI Independent Hospitals 2008 Medicare HMO Part Days-Medicaid Fraction Grp 3

Dear Mr. Blumberg:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' February 25,
2019 request for expedited judicial review C'EJR') (received February 26,2019), for t}re above-
referenced appeals. The Board's determination is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute

The issue in these appeals is:

WTether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be
removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustrnent
("DSH Adjustment") Medicare Fraction and added to the Medicaid
Fraction consistent with the decision ofthe United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia in Allina Health Sewices v.

Sebelius, 7 46 F.3d 1 I 02 (D.C. Cir. 2014).1

Statutorv and Regulatory Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the
prospective payment system ("feS"¡.2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3

I Pioviders' EJR request at l
2 See 42U.5.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 CF.R. Part412.
1Id.
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The PPS Ftatute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a sìgnificantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.s

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportion4te patient percentage

("Dff'1.0 As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also detemines the amount of tho DSH payment to a qualiflring
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.8 Those two
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" ftaction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)GXvÐ(Ð, defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator ofwhich is
tåe numbe¡ óf such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excludijg any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up of patients who (for such

days) were enritled 1o benefits under part A of Ìhis subchapter . . . .

The Medica¡e/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services ('cMS'), and the Medicare cont¡actors use cMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment. ro

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXvi)(II), detines the Medicaid liaction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator ofwhich is

the number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under
part A of th.ß subchapter, an<l the denominator of which is the total

number'of the hospital's patient days for such period.ll

4 See 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5).
5 See 4211.5.C.0 l395wv/(d)(5XF)(i)(I); a2 c.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 See 42rJ.s.C. $$ l3esww(d)(s)(F)(iXl) and (dXs)(F)(v); 42 c F.R' $ a12'106(c)(l)
7 See 42U.5.c. $$ 1395\¡/w(d)(sxF)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 c F R' $ 412'106(d)'
E See 42LJ.5.C. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e (Emphasis added.)

'o 42 C.F.R. $ 4l2.l o6(bx2)-(3).
r'(Emphasis added.)
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The Medicare conúactor determines the number ofthe hospital's patient days ofservice for
which patìents were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number of patient days in the same period.l2

Medicare Advantage Pro gram

The Medioare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entitios.
The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance oiganizations
("HMOs") and competitive rnedical plans ("CMPs') is found at 42 U.S.C. S 1395mm. The
stanÍe at 42 U.S.C. $ l395mm(a)(5) provides for 'þayment to the eligible organization under
this seðtion for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits lnder part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

refer¡ed to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryl3 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5)(F)(vi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5XF)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
'þatients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who ¡eceive care at a qualified HMO. Prio¡ to December
1, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days gfcare associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation lof the DSH adjustmqnt].
However, as of December 1,1987, a field was included on the
Medicare Provìdei Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been
including HMO days in the SSlMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].la

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients contìnued to be eligible for
Part A,ls

t? 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX4).
rr of Health and Human Services.
14 55 Fed. Reg. 35990,39994 (Sept. 4, 1990).
t5 Id.
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,16 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their
care undei Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.17

No further guidance regarding the ffeatment of Part C days in thc DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("PPS') proposed rules were publishecl in
the Federal Register. In that notiee the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once d beneficiary elecls Medicare Part C, those patient days
attributable to the benertciary should not be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included ín the count of total patíent days in the
Medicare fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for the
M+C beneficíary who ß also eligible for Medicaid would be
íncluded in the numerator of the Medícaidfraction . . . .t8

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY') 2005 IPPS
final mle, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."re In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We dit agree that once Medicare beneficiarìes elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entítled 10 benefts under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commeriter that these days should be included in tie
Medica¡e fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are
not adoptíng às final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M1 C
benef.ciaríes in the Medicaidfraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include thc patient days for M+C

ró The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997HR2015,
codifed as 42IJ -5.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel on December 3l I 998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered
to be en¡olled with that organization on January 1, 1999, under part C of Title XMII . . if that organization as a

conhact under that part for providing sewices on January |, 1999 . . . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare P¡escription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of 2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced th€ MedicarelChoice program.Èr'ith the nev/ Medicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title XVIII.
r? 69 Fed. Reg.48918,49099 (Aug. 11,200a).
r8 68 Fed..Reg. 27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added)
re 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction . . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medica¡e fraction. We are revising ow
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.20

This staternent would require inclusion of Medicarc Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2XÐ was included in the

Aûgust I l, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
August 22, 2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occur¡ed, and announced that she had made

"tech¡ical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1,2004 (the 'Part C DSH
policy').

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia ìn I llina Healthcare Semices v. Sebelius
(Altina I),23 vacatod both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codif,iing the Part C DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS rule.2a However, the Secretary h-as not acquiesced to that decision.

Moie recently, in Allina Health Set'vices v. Price (Allina II),2s the D.C. Circuit confirmed that the

Secretary's 2004 atempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare fraction
had been vacated in Allina 1.26 Thç D.C. Circuit further found in Allina II rhat The Secretary
failed to provide proper notice and comment before inclu{ing Part C days in the Medicare
fractions published for FY 2012 .27 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to this decision.

Providers' 'Request for EJR

The P¡oviders assert that EJR is appropriate because the Sebretary has not acquiesced to the

decision in Allina L As a result, "'the 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be inr:ludcd in the

20 1d (emphasis added).
2t 72Fed. Reg. 47130,47384 (Aug. 22,2007)
22 72 Fed.P.eg. at 47411.

'z) 746F.3d I 102 (D.C. Cir.2014).
24 746F.3ð, at I 106 n.3, I I I 1 (affirming pofion of the district couÍ decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). S¿e

also Allina Heølth Sems. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d75,89 (D.D.C.2012) ("The Court concludes that the

Secretary's inlerpretation of the lractions in the DSH calculatio , announr.:ed in 2004 and not added to the Codo of
Federal Regulations until lhc surunet of2007, was not a "logical outgowth" ofthc 2003 NPRM.').
2s 863F.3d 937 (D.C. Cir. 2017).
26 Id. at 943.
z7 Id. vt 943-945.
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Part A/SSI fraction and removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effective as set forth in
42C.F.R.$$412.106(bX2XiXB)andOX2XiiÐ(B).'¿8 TheProviderspointoutthattheyhave
met the timely filing requirements and the amount in controversy and believe that EJR is
appropriate since the Board is bound by the regulation.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017), the

Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdictional Determination 
)

The particiþaats in this EJR request have filed appeals involving cost reporting periods ending in
2008.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeal for cost report periods ending prior
to'December 31, 2008 the pailicipant may demonst¡ate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSlPart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethèsda Hospital
Assocíatíon v. Bowen ("8 ethesda').2e ln that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost
report submitted in fulI compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the
regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contmctor where the contractor is without the
power to award reimbursement.3o

On August 21,2008, new regulations goveming,the Board were,,effective.3r Among the new

regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required f'or cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requi.renent was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Banner").32 In Banner, the provider frled its cost report in accordance with the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest t¡e additional outlier payment it was seeking. The

2E Providers' Request for EJR at I .
2e l08 S. Ct. 1255(198S). Je¿ ¿/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Mcdicare Co¡tracto¡'s NPR would not includc any disallowance for the item. The provider elïèctively self-
disallowcd the item.).
30 Bethesda at I258-59.
r¡ 73 Fed. Reg. 30190,30240 (lr4ay 23, 2008).
12 201 F. Supp. 3d 131 (D.D.C. 2016)
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provider's request for EJR was denied because the Boa¡d found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Court concluded that, .u¡;der Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
reþlation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
thãt the Medicare Contractor could not address.33

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administrativc appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-I727-R whioh involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor

detsrminatlons for cost report periods ending on or aÍïer December 3l, 2008 and which began

before January 1, 201 6, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item
under appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor
and left it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider
on appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(l)(ii) were no longer applicable.

However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

The Board has determined that participants involved with the instant EJR requests either fall
under Bethesda or are govemed by CMS Ruling-1727-R, consequently, the Board has
jurisdiction over tþe appeals. In addition, the participants' documentation shows that the

èstimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal3a and the

appeals were timely filed. Based on the above, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the

above-captioned appeals and the underlying providers. The estimated amount in controversy is
subject to recalculation by the Medica¡e contractor for the actual final amount in each case.

Board's Analysis Reeardìns the Appealed lssue

The appeals in this EJR request involve a 2008 cost repofing period. Thus, the appealed cost

reporting period falls squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's Part C DSH
policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and later codified at

42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FY 2008 IPPS final rule. The
Board recogrrizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Circút in Allina I
vacated this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to Lhat vacatur and,

in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur isbetng ìmplemented (e.9.,

o¡ly circuit-wide versus nationwide).3s Morcover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that

has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the P¡oviders would have the

fight to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.36 Based

on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes

of this EJR request.

33 Bu¡tner aT 142,
34 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
.s See generally Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,77 -82 (D.D.Ç. 2016), afl'd,875 F.3d 701 (D.C.

Cir.2017).
rô See 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(0(l).
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Board's Decision Regardinq the EJR Request

The Boa¡d tinds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject year and that the Providers are entitled to

a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the providers' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

(bX2XiiÐ(B), there a¡e no findings of fact for resolutìon by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C'F.R. $

405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiiXB) (2008) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule a¡e valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ@)

and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2008) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S'C' $ 1395oo(f)(1) and

hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the. subject year. The Pioviders

have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action forjudicial
review. Since there are no other issues under dispute in these òâsei, the cases are hèreby 

'òlosed'

Board Membeß participatine:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

Susan A. Tumer, Esq.
FOR THE BOARD:

3/19/2O19

X Clayton J. Nix

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Chair
signed by clayton J. Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedules of Providers

cc: Pam VanArsdale, NGS (Electronic Mail w/ Schedules of Providers)

Wilson Leong, Esq., Federal Specialized Services (Electronìc Mail w/schedules of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Re¡mbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Suite 100
Balt¡more, MD 27207
470-786-2677

Bricker & Eckle¡. LLP
Mr. James Flynn
100 South Third Street
Columbus, OH 43215-429 I

RE: Grant Medical Center
Provider No.: 36-0017
FYE: 6/30/09
PRRB Case No.: l4-0045

Dear Mr. Fl¡.nn arid Ms. Cummings,

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ('Board") has reviewed the jurisdictional documents in case

number 14-0045. The decision ofthe Board is set forth belo'¡/.

Background:

The Provider appealed a Notice ofProgram Reimbursement ("NPR") dated April 30, 2013 for the June

30,2009 cost reporting period.' The Model Form A - Individual Appeal Request, received on October 17,

2013 presented one issue: The Provider filed the appeal to "preserve its rights to obtain a shift of the

calculation period ofthe DSH percentage from the federal fiscal year to the Provider's cost report year,

should such a shift be found desirable for the Provider." 2 The Provider has requested the data from CMS
to evaluate a "potential request for reopening and cost-year shift from CMS, it has not, as of the date of
this appeal request, been providecf with the requestecl information."3

Board Decision:

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(a) and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1835 - 405.1840 (2013), a provider has a right to

a hearing before the Board with respect to specific items claimed on a timely filed cost report if it is

dissatisfied with the final determination ofthc Mcdicarc contrâctor, thc amount in controvcrsy is $10,000
oi more (or $50,000 for a group), and the request for a hearing is frled within 180 days of the date ofreceipt
of the final determination.

The Board dismisses the Provider's request to preserve its right to request realignment ôfthe
Supplemental Security Income ("SSI") percentage from the federal fìscal year to its cost reporting period
for lack ofjurisdiction. Under 42 C.F.R. 0 412.106(bX3), to determine a Provider's DSH percentage, "if a

hospital prefers that CMS use its cost reporting data instead ofthe federal fiscal year, it must ftlmish to
CMS, through its intermediary, a written request. . . ." Without this written ¡equest, the Medicare

r S¿e Provider's Individual Appeal Request at Tab l.
2 See Provider's Individual Appeal Request at Tab 3, SSI Realignment.
3 Id.

CGS Administrators
Ms. Judith Cummings
CGS Audit & Reimbursement
P.O. Box 20020
Nashville, TN 37202
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Contractor cannot issue a final determination from which the Provider can be dissatisfied with for
appealing purposes. At this time, there is nothing in the record to indicate that the Provider has elected a

¡evision to the SSI ratio based on a different fiscal period.

Conclusion:

The Board lìnds that it does not have jurisdiction over the SSI realignment issue and dismisses the issue

from the appeal.

A roview ofthis determination may be available under the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f) and 42

C.F.R. S$ 405.1815 and 405.187'7.

BOARD MEMBERS PARTICIPATING:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.
Susan A. Turner, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD:

3/25/2019

X or"gory H. Ziegler

Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA CPC-A

Board Member
Signed by: Gregory H. Ziegler -A

cc: Wilson C. Leong, Esq., CPA, Federal Specialized Services
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Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Su¡te 100
Baltimore, MD 21,207
470-7A6-2677

Bricker & Eckler, LLP
Mr. James Flynn
100 South Third Street
Columbus, OH 4321 5 -429 I

RE: Riverside Methodist Hospital
Provider No.: 36-0006
FYE:6/30109
PRRB Case No.:14-0047

Dear Mr. Flynn and Ms. Cummings,

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the jurisdictional documents in case

number 14-0047. The decision ofthe Board is set forth below.

Background:

The Provider has appealed a Notice of Program Reimbursoment ("NPR") dated April 10, 2013 for the

June 30, 2009 cost reporting period.r The Model Form A - Individual Appeal Request, received on

October 17, 2013 presented one issue: The Provider filed the appeal to "preserve its rights to obtain a shift

of the calculation period of the DSH percentage from the federal fiscal year to the Provide¡'s cost report

year, should such a shift be found desirable for the Provider." 2 The Provide¡ has requested the data from

CMS to evaluate a "potential request for reopening and cost-year shift from CMS, it has not, as ofthe
date ofthis appeal request, been provided with the requested information."3

Board Decision:

Pursuantto42U.S.C.g1395oo(a)and42C.F.R.S$405,1835-405.1840(2013),aproviderhasarightto
a hearing before the Board with respect to specific items claimed on a timely filed cost report if it is

dissatisfied with the final determination of the Medicare contractor, the amount in controversy is $10,000

or more (or $50,000 for a group), and the request for a hearing ìs frled within 180 days of the date ofreceipt
of the final determination.

The Board dismisses the Provider's request to preserve its right to request realignment of the

Supplemental Security Income ("SSf') percentage from the federal fiscal year to its cost reporting peiiod

I See P¡ovider's lndividual Appeal Request at Tab l.
2,9ee P¡ovide¡'s Individual Appeal Request at Tab 3, SSI Realignment.
3ld.

CGS Administrators
Ms. Judith Cummings
CGS Audit & Reimbursement
P.O. Box 20020
Nashville, TN 37202
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for lack ofjurisdiction. Under 42 C.F.R. $ 412. 106(b)(3), to determine a Provider's DSH percentage, "if a

hospital prefers that CMS use its cost reporting data instead of the federal fiscal year, it must frrmish to

CMS, though its intermediary, a written request . . . ." Without this written request, the Medicare

Contractor cannot issue a frnal determination from which the Provider can be dissatisfied with for

appealing purposes. At this time, there is nothing in the record to indicate that the Provider has elected a

revision to the SSI ¡atio based on a different fiscal period.

Conclusion:

The Boa¡d finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the SSI realignment issue and dismisses the issue

from the appeal.

A review ofthis determination may be available under the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f) and 42

C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and405.1.877.

BOARD MEMBERS PARTICIPATING:

Clalon J. Nix, Esq.

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.
Susan A. Truner, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD:

3/2s/2019
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X or"gory H. Ziegler

Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA CPC- A

Board t\.4ember

Siqned by: creqory H. ziegler -A

cc: Wiison C. Leong, Esq., CPA, Federal Specialized Sewices
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Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld, LLP
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, NW
'Washington, DC 20036-1594

Danene Hafley
National Government Services, Inc. (J-6)
MP: INA 101-AF42
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lndianapolis, IN 46206-647 4

R.e: Jur is dictio n al D ecisio n
Allina Health System 2008 SSI Realignment Group
Group Case No. 11-0137GC

Dear Ms. Webster and Ms. Hartley,

The Provider Reimbursement Review Boa¡d ("Board") has ¡eviewed the record in the above-

captioned appeal and determined that it does not have jurisdiction over the issue under appeal.

The Board's decision is set forth below.

Medicare Contractor's Jurisdictional Challenge

This group appeal was filed on Decemb er 3,2010. The Medicare Contractor has challenged the

Board's jurisdiction over the Disproportionate Share Hospital ('DSH') Social Security lncome
("SSf') percentage realignment issue arguing it is premature as none of the Providers in the
grogp have requested their SSI percentages be recalculated from the federal fiscal year end to
their own côst reporting period/fiscal year ends. The Medicare Contractor's position is that it
made no adjustment to the cost reþort related to SSI percentage realignment and, therefore, it has

not made a final deterrnination with respect to the providers for the issue appealed as required
tnder 42 C.F.R. ç 405.1835.

Providers' Response to Jurisdictional Challenge

The Providers filed a Response to the Jurisdictional Challenge arguing they are legally
dissatisfied with the determination of their SSI fractions until they can review the "routine use"
data utilized, and afforded an oppoúunity to request recalculation ofthe SSI fiactions. The
Providers assert they have a statutory dght to DSH SSI percentages which reflect the patient
days associated with discharges in each hospital's own "cost reporting period" as required under
42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi). The Providers also request postponement of the hearing date
in the appeal, eiplaining they would like 18 months to resolve other pending appeals which may
aflect their DSH SS I percentages.
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Board Decision:

Matter at Issue in Group Appeal

Group appeals may only contain one issue as required by Board Rule 13 (2009) which states:

The matter at issue must involve a single common question of fact
or interpretation of law, regulation or CMS policy or ruling. A
grbup case is not appropriate if facts that must be proved are
unique to the respective Providers or if the undisputed controlling
facts are not common to all group members. Likewise, a group
appeal is inappropriate if the Board could make different findings
for the various Providers in the group. . .

The Proviclers in this appeal have stated the common issue in this grouþ appeal is CMS'
withholding of "routine use" data in violation of MMA $ 951 and that they "are not requesting
recalculations of their SSI fractions."r However, this allegation is part and parcel an SSI
realignment issue2 and the providers have focused on realignement ¡ather than the MMA $ 951

claim. First, the title of the group appeal as proposed by the Providers, as well as the title of the
issue statement involves DSH SSI Realignment.3 To this end, the original group appeal request
states that the "routine use data" is needed in order "to assess whether a recalculation ofthe SSI
fraction [based upon the hospital's cost rcporting pcriod] is advisable."a

The Provide¡s' description of their issue in the final position papers has evolved away from
MMA $ 951 violations to simply preserving realignment rights. In the regard, the regulations
and Boa¡d rules goveming position papers is relevant. 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1849(b) specifies that the
purpose of position papers is to "narrow issues" and that "each position paper must set forth . . .

the me¡its of the provider's Medicare payment claims for each remaining .issue." Similarly,
Board Rule 27 (201 5) addresses final position papers and states the following, in pertinent part:

2'1 .l - General

The final position paper should reflect the refinement of the issues
from the preliminary positior.r paper or proposed JSO. ; . .

) Moclel Form B - Group Appeal Request (Dec. 3,2010), Tab 2 at l.
2 Review of the initial provider used to form the group and the jurisdiction documents filed for that provider
supports this conclusion. The Board's jurisdiction over this proviclcr cxists because the provider protested the "DSH
Payments: SSI Realignment" on its cost ¡cport. Thc dcscription for this protcstod issuc statcs: "Whether thc
provider is entitled to realign their SSI percentage for the purpose ofcalculating their DSH payments? This cannot
be determined until CMS publishes the applicable Medp ar files." See also td. at Tab l.
1 Id.
4 Model Form B - Gror.tp Appeal Request (Dec. 3,2010),1"ab 2 af L
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27 .2 - Coûtent

The final position paper should address each remaining issue

including, at a minimum:

a. Identification of each issue and its reimbursement impact.

d. Argument and Authorities * A thorough explanation of the
party's position ofhow the authorities apply to the facts,

Further, Board Rule 41.2 (2015) states that the Board may dismiss an issue on its own motion "if
it has a reasonable basis to believe that the issue[ has] been fully settled or abandoned."

The Provide¡s stâte, in the introduction to their final position paper C'FPP'), that the appeal wes

f:/red "to preserve their right to have their Medicare part A/SSI fractions recalculated based on

the hospitals' cost reporting period instead of the Federal fiscal year."5 As later explained in the

FPP, the Providers appear to abandon the MMA $ 951 issue because "CMS produced the [MMA
$ 95 il data that purpofts to show the patient days included in the part A/SSI fractions that it
calculated for federal fiscal years 2008 and 2009."6 In the FPP, the Provide¡s confirm that their
decision on whether to pursue realignment raw hinges on the outcome of appeals pending on
othe¡ DSH day challenges such as "CMS's inclusion of part C days as par A days in the DHS

calculation" and "CMS's inolusion ofnon-covered part A days in the part A"/SSI fractionsr"i The
Providers conclude in their final position paper that "[f]or the foregoing reasons, the Providers

contend that they have an unqualified right to have their part A/SSI fractions recalculated upon
the final resolution of their other appeals challenging CMS' calculation of the part A./SSI

fractions, without regard to the three-year reopening window."8

Accordingly, the Board must conclude that the MMA $ 951 issue has been abandoned because it
is now moot (i.e., CMS produced the requisite data) and that the sole remaining issue in this case

is the DSH SSI realignment issue.

Board Jurisdiction Over the DSH SSI Realienment Issue

Pursuantto42U.S.C.$1395oo(a)and42C.F.R.$$405.1835-405.1840,aproviderhasaright
to a hearing before the Board with respect to costs claimed on a timely filed cost report if it is
dissatisfred with the final determination of the Medicare contractor, the amount in controversy is

$50,000 or more, and the request for a hearing is filed within 180 days ofthe receipt ofthe final
determination.

s Proviclers' Final Position Paper (Aug. 30, 2018) at I (emphasis added).
6 I¿1. at 5.
1 Id.
E Id. aT t2-
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The Board f,rnds that it does not have jurisdiction over the SSI Realignment issuê in Case
No. 11-0137GC because there is no final determination from which the Providers are appealing.
tJnder 42 C.F.R. $ 412. 106(bX3), a hospital can, if it prefers, use its cost reporting period (fiscal
year end) data instead of the federal fiscal year end data in determining the DSH Medicare
fraction. The decision to use its own cost reporting period is the hospital's decision alone, which
then must submit a written request to the Medicare Contractor. The Providers appeaied to
preservc their right to request realigÀnìent; however, without these requests (and there is no
evidence such requests have been made), it is not possible for the Medicare Contractor to have
issued a final determination from which any of the Providers could appeal. 1

In conclusion, the Board does not have jurisdiction over the SSI Realignment issue in the appeal

as no final determination has been made regarding this issue. CaseNõ. 11-0137GC is hereby
dismissed and removed from the Board's docket. Review of this determination may be available
under the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f) and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and 405. i877.

Board Members:

Clay.ton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert Evarts, Esq.
Susan Tumer, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD:
3/27/2019

X Claytçn J. Nix

Clayton J. N¡x, Esq

Chair
Signed by: Clayton J. Nìx -A

cc: Wilson Leong, Esq., FSS
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RjE: EfR Determination
I4-0369G HRS 2007 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group
l4-3521G HRS 2006 DSH SSI Fraction Mediêare Managed Care Part C Days Group
152404GC QRS DCH 2012 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group
|5-24O5GC QRS DCH 2012 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Maüaged Care Part C Days GIoup
11-0224G HRS 2013 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group II
17 -0223G HRS 2013 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group II

Dear Ms. Goron:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers'March 1,

2019 request for expedited judicial review (EJR), received March 5, 2019 for the appeals

referenced above.l The Board's determination regarding EJR is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute:

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether Medicare Advantage Days ("Pa1t C Days") should be

removed from the dispropoÍionate share hospital adjustment
("DSH Adjustment") Medicare fraction and added to the Medicaid
Fraction.)

Statutory and Requlatory Background: Medicare DSfI Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs ofinpatient hospital services under the

I The Board will be issuing EJR detelmrnations in case numbers l5-0549G ândl5-0554G which were included in
the Malch 5,2019 EJR request ilì separate corespondence.
2 Providers' EJR request at l
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prospective pal.rnent system ("PPS').3 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

u-orrot. per discharge, subject to certain payment adjustments.a

The PPS statute contains a number of provisions that adjust reimbusement based on hospital-

specific factors.s These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the
- Secre'tarytoprovide increased-PPS payments to hospitalslhat-servaa. significahtly ----

disproportionate number of low-income patients.6

A hospital may qualify for a DSH acljustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

("lff '1.t As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualificatign as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payrnent to a qualifying
hospital.s The DPP is defined as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentages.e Those two
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part A'."

Thc statutc,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)Q, defines the Medicare/SSl fraction os:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
beneJits under parl A. of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, arld the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entitled to benefx under part A ofthis subchapter . . . .

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed amually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (.'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payrnent adjustment.r 

j

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(II), defines the Medicaid fraction as

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
thc numbcr of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical

3 See 42IJ.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(l) (5);42 C.F.R.Part 412.
4 Id.
s See 42U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(s).
6 See 42IJ.S.C. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(i)(l); a2 C.F.R. $ 412.106.
7 See 42IJ.S.C. $$ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(i)(l) and (d)(s)(F)(v); a2 c.F.R. $ a12.lu6(c)(l).
I See 42rJ.S.C. $$ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); a2 C.F.R. $412.106(d).
e See 42lJ.5.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(F')(vi).
ro (Emphasis added.)
rr 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2)-(3).
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assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefiß under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.r2

The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days ofservice for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number of patient days in the same period. f3

Medicare Advantage Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at42U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The
starute aI 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "pa)rynent to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals en¡olled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

¡eferred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, l99O Federal Register; the Secretaryra stated that:

Based on the language of section 18 86(d)(5)(F)(vi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. S 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitlecl to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropnate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
l,1981 , we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
Flowever, as of December 1, 1981 , a field was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been
including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage lof the DStl
adjustment].r5

r'z (Emphasis aclded.)
r3 42 C.F.R. $ 4t2.106(bX4).
la of Health and Human Services.
r5 55 Fed. Reg. 35990, 39994 (Sepr. 4, 1990).
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At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part 4.16

'With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,tl Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medica¡e Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their
care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare conffaotors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004. r8

No further guidance regarding the úeatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiaiy's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medícare Part C, those patient days

attributable to the beneficiary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH,patient percentage. These patíent
days should be included in the count of îotal patíent days ín the

Medicare fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for the

M+C benertciary who is also eligiblefor Medicaid would be

includerl in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction . . . .r9

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year (.'FFY') 2005 IPPS
final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare ftaction of the DSH
calculation."2d In response to a commeni regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
ÀIedicare Part C coverage, they dre sîill, in some sense,

entitled to beneJits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

t6 ld.
f ? The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January 'l , 1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,
codified as 42lJ.S.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel onDecember3l 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. 1395mm] shall be considered
to be en¡olled with that organization on January 1, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . . ifthat organization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January I , I 999 . . ." This was also ktown as

Medicare+Choice- The Medicare P¡escription Dntg, lmprovement tnd Modemization 
^ct 

of 2003 (Pub.L. 108-
173), enacted on December 8,2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title XVIII.
rE 69 Fed. Reg.48918,49099 (Aug. I l, 2004).
r'68 Fed. F.:eg.21154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis aclded).

'zo 
69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid fraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include the p.ltient days for M+C
benefciaries in the Medicare Jiaction . . . . if the beneliciary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fractiôn
of the DSH calculation.2r

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
ftaction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
Argtst 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.22 In that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had jn fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"lechnical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical cor¡ections" are reflected af 42C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bx2xiiÐ(B).'?3 As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were
required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1,2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy").

The U.S. Circuit Court fo¡ the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Senices v. Sebelius
(Atlina I),2a vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy .

adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS ru1e.25 However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.
More recently, in Atlina Health Services v. Price (Atlina II),26 the D.C. Circuit confirmed that the
Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare fraction
had been vacatedinAltina L21 The D.C. Circuit further found in Allina II that the Secretary
failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the Medicare
fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to this decision.

2¡ 1d. (emphasis added).
22 72 Fed.Reg. 47130,47384 (A\g. 22,2007).
23 '12Fed.Reg. at 4'141l.
2o '146 F. 3d l l02 (D.c. cn.2ot4).
25746F.3daI1106n.3, I I I 1 (affirming portion of the dist ct cou¡1decision vacating the FFY 2005 iPPS rule). See

also Allina llealth.Serus. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d7 5,89 (D.D.C. 20 ì 2) ("The Court concludes that the
Secretary's inlerpretation oflhe f¡actions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not adcled to the Code of
Federal Regulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" ofthe 2003 NPRM.').
2ú 863 þ.3d93i (D.c. cir.2ol7).
21 ld. at 943.
28 Id. at943-945.
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Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in

Atlina [I] , the 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part A/SSI fraction and

."-orréd f.o- the Meáicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 Ç.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiiXB). (The '2004 Rule') The Board is bound by the 2004

rule."2e Accordingly, the Providers contend that the Board shouid grant their request for EJR

The Providers assert that, püsuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(Ð(1), the Roard must grant EJR if it
lacks the authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider

The Providèrs maintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, the¡e are not factual issues in
dispute and the Board does not havè the legal authority to decide the issùe' Further, the

Providers believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements ofthe statute and the

regulations.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(l)(1) and the regulati ons ar 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(I) (2017),

the Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines thal (i) the Board has jruisdiction

to conduct a hearing on the specihc matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to

decide a specifrc legal question relevant to the specific matter at issuè because the legal question

is a challenge either to tlte constitutionality ofa provision of a statute or to the substantive or

procedural validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling

Irz¡rroper lnclusion of P¡eviouslv Dismissed Providers on the Schbdule ofProviders

At the outset, the Board notes that the Schedule ofProviders submitted by the Provider
Representative with the EJR requests for Case Nos. 14-0369G and 14-3521G each in properly
include a Provider that the Board previously has issued a determination denying the request to

transfer that Provider to the respective group appeals. Specifically, the Board previously denied

the transfers of Provrder 36-0037 ,FYD 6/3012006 to Case No. 14-3521G and Provicler 20-0024,

FYE 613012007 to Case No. 14-0369G. Accordingiy, these two Providers are not part of Case

Nos. 14-0369G and 14-3521G and, as such, cannot be considered in this EJR request. The Board

will address the Provider Representative's failure to comply with Board Rules under separate

cover pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 4C5.1868.

2e Providers' EIR request at I
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Jurisdiction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 2006,2007 ,2012 and 2013.

For purposes of Board j urisdiction ove¡ a participant's appeals for cost reporl periods ending
prior to December 31, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfactìon with the amount of
Medicare ¡eimbußement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's ¡easoning set out ìn Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen (" B ethesda").30 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

report submitted in fulI complìance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar á

provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

regulations. Further, no stanlte or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regglation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the conffactor is without the

pov/er to awa¡d reimbursement.3l

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.32 Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)( l)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 3 i, 2008, providers who were self-

.disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospilal v. Burwell
("Banne/').33 ln Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Court concluded ihat, under Bethesda, lhe 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contractor could not address.3a

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23 ,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before
January 1, 2016, Under this n-rling, where the Board determines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or paFnent policy that bound the Medicare Cont¡actor and lefl
ìt with no authority or discretioir to nlake payment in the mamrer souglrt by the plovider on
appeal, the protest requirements of 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1Xii) were no longer appiicable.

30 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). See also CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

Çost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The
Medicare Contractorls NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-
disallowed the item.).
tt Bethesda,l08 S. Ct. at 1258-59,
r2 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23,2008).
31 201 F. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.C.2016)
34 ld. at 142.
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However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 21, 2008, the
Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of matters that the Medicare
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.3I The Board notes that all participant
revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 21, 2008.

The Board has determined that the participants involved with the instant EJR request are

governed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R. The Providers that
appealed from a revised NPR had an adjustment to Part C days issue. In addition, the
participants' documentation sho.,vs that the estimated amount in controveisy exceeds $50,000, as

required for a group appeal.3ó The appeals were timely filed. The estìmated amoqnt in
controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for tlle actual flnal amount in
each case. Based on the above, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction fo¡ the above-captioned
appeals and the underlying providers.

Board's Analysis Reqardinq, the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2006, 2007,2012 and 2013 cost reporting periods.

Thus, the appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the
Secretary's Þart C DSH policy being challdnged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final
rule and later codified at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FY
2008 IPPS fìnal rule. The Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests,
the D.C. Cirqsilin Allina lvacated this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally
acquiesced to thal vacatur and, in this regard, haS not published any guidance on how the vaccttur
is being implem ented (e.g., only crrcuit-wide versus nationwide).37 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is

the only circuit to date that has vacated the regulation and, if the Board we¡e to grant EJR, the
Providers would have the right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit o/ the circuit within which
they are located.38 Based on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by
the regnlation for purposes of this EJR reqttest.

Board's Decision Reeardine the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the participants in these
group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

35 See 42 c.F.R. $ 405.1889(b)(l) (2008).
36 See 42C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
11 See generølly Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,77-82 (D.D.C.2016), aff'd, 875 F,3d 701 (D.C.
cil. 2ot1).
38 See 421J.5.C. g l395oo(Ð(l).
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2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and
(bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.
gg 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) (2008) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the qùestion of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (bX2XiiiXB) (2008) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f)(1) and
hereby grants the P¡oviders' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The
Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes

those cases.

Board Members Participating:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Turner, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD

3/29/2019

X clayton.t. trtix
Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Ch aìr
Signed by: Clêy'ton J. N¡x -A

Enclosrues : Schedules of Providers

cc: Loraine Frervert, Noridian (Electronic Mail w/Schedules ofìProviclers)
Judith Cummings, CGS (Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)
Cecile Huggings, Pûllretto GBA (Electlonic Marl w/Schedules of Provitlers)
Wilson Leong, (Electronic Mail w/Scheclules of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES,r:;&

Electronic Deliverv

Corinna Goron
Healthcare Reimbursement Services, Inc.
17101 Preston Road
Suite 220
Dallas,TX75248

RE: EJR Determinatiott
l5-0549G HRS 2012 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

l5-0554G HRS 2012 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

Dear Ms. Goron:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' March 5,

20lgrequestforexpeditedjudicialreview(EJR)fortheappealsreferencedabove.rTheBoard's
determinatìon regarding EJR is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute:

The issue in tliese appeals is:

fW]hether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be

removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustment
("DSH Adjustment") Medicare fraction and added to the Medicaid
Fraction.2

Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Baltìmore, MD 21207
470-786-2671

Statutory anrl Regul:rtorv Backgrottnd: Medicare DSH PaYment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "rnpatient bospital selvices." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs ofinpatient hospital services under the

prospective payment system ("PPS").3 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

àmounts per discharge, subject to certain payment adjustments a

I The Board will be issuing EJR detelruinations in case numbc¡s 1 5-0549G, l5-0554G
which wcrc includcd in the March 5, 2019 EJR request in separate conespondence
2 Ploviders' EJR request at 1.
3 See 42U.5.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F.R. Par. 412

17 -0224G and l'l -0223G
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.5 These cases involve the hospital-specific DSFI adjustment, which requires the
Secretary to provide inc¡eased PPS pa)rynents to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.6

A hospital may qualify fo¡ a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("Dnf'1.r As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualilying
hospital.8 The DPP is defined as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentages.e Those two
f¡actions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions conside¡ whether a patient v/as "entitled to benefìts under part 4."

The statl¡te, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(f , defines the Medica¡e/SSl fraction as:

the ftaction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the númber of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) werc entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State
supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days
for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were enÍitled to benefits under part A of lhts subchapter . . . .

l0

The Medicare/SSI fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medica¡e & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment.l I

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)Ql), defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the t'action (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Meclicaid program], but who were not entiÍled 10 benefits under

5 See 42\J.5.C. g l395ww(d)(5).
6 See 42U.5.c. g l39sww(d)(s)(F)(i)(l); a2 c.F.R. $ 412.106.
1 See42tJ.S.c. g$ l395ww(d)(5XFXiXI) and (dXsXFXv); 42 C.F.R. $ al2.l06(c)(l).
I See 42rJ.S.C. $$ 139sww(d)(5)(FXiv) and (vii)-(xiìi); 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(d).
e See 42V.5.C. g 1395ww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
ro (Emphasis added.)
rr42 C.F.R. $ 4r2.Ì06(b)(2)-(3).
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part A of this subchapter, and the denomiirator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.12

The Medicare conÍactor determines the number of the hospital's patient days ofservice for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number of patient days in the same period.13

Medicare Advantage Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing pa)¡rnents to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The
statute at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatieirt hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4,1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryl4 stated that:

Based on the language of section t 8 86(d)(5)(F)(vi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. S 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it rs appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive caÍe aL a qualifiecl HMO. Prior to December
I, 1987 , we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calcùlation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December 1 , 1987 , a field was included on the
Mcdicarc P¡ovrder Analysis and Review (MEDP^R) file that
allows r-rs to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been
including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustmentl.l5

At that time Medicare Part A paid for FIMO services and patrents continued to be eligible for
Part A.l6

rt (Errrphasis added.)
,r 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX4).
ra of Health and Human Services.
15 55 Fed. Reg.35990,39994 (Sept.4, 1990).
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,t1 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Pafi C were no longer entitled to have pa1'rnent made for their
care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medica¡e Part C

days in the SSi ratios used by the Medicare contractom to calculate DSFI payments for the fiscal
year 2001 -2004 . t8

No ñrther guidance regarding the treatment ofPart C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days
attributable to the benertciary should not be included ín the
Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count of lotal ¡îatient days in the
Medícare fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for the
M+C benefciary who is also eligiblefor Medicaid would be
included in the numerator of the Medicaidfraction . . . .te

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with lPart C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."20 ln response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . Ile do trgree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to beneJits under Medicare Part A. We agree with
the commenter that these days should be lncluded in the

Medicare fraction of the DSII calculation. Thetefore, we are

not adopting as Jinal our proposal stated in the May I9, 2003
proposed n e îo include the days associated wirh M+C
benefciaries in tlrc Medicaid fraclion. lnstead, we are
adopting a policy to înclude the patient days for M+C

r7 The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating rntil January 1 , 1999. See P.L. 105.33, I 997 HR 2015,
cochfecl as 42 U.S.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Trans)tron Rule.- An indivìdual who is eruolled [in
Medicare] on December 3 I 1998, with an eligible organization unde¡ . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered
to bc erûolled with that organjzation on January l, 1999, under part C of Title XVIIL . ifthat organization as a

Çontract under that part for providing services on January 1,1999 . . . ." This was also known as

Medica¡e¡'Cboice. The Medica¡e Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of 2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), erracted orì Decerìrber 8,2003, r'eplaced the Medicaro lChoicc program with the new Medicare Adva¡tage
program undcr Part C ofTitle XVIII.
i8 69 Fed. Reg. 48918, 49099 (Aug. 11,2004).
le 68 Fed. P.eg.27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added).

'o 69 Fed. Reg. ar 49099.
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beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction. . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.2r

This statement would require inclÙsion of Medicare Part c inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2Xi) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was publìshed until
August 22, 2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.22 In that publication the

Secretary noted thât no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technical con'ections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bx2)(iiixB).'?3 As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the "Pa¡t C DSH
policy").

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius
(Altina I),2a vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequent regulations rssued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part c DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS rule.2s However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.

Moie recently, in Attina Health Services v. Price (Allina II),26 the D.C. Circuit confirmed that the

Secretary's 2004 atemptto change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare fraction

had been vacated in Àllina L27 The D.C. Circuit futher found in Allina II that the secretary
failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the Medicare
fractions published for FY 2012.2E Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to this decision.

Providers' Request for EJft

The Providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in
Allina [I], the 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part A/SSI fraction and

2r 1d. (enrphasìs added).
22 '72 Fed,.IJeg. 47130,4ß8a (lrt1.22,2007).
21 72 Fed. Reg. aÌ 4'1411.
74 '146 F. jd I102 (D.C. Cjr. 2014).
25 i 46 F .3d at I t 06 n.3, I 1 I I (affirmìng portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). See

also Allina Health Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d'15,89 (D.D C 20l2) C'The Cou co¡cludes tlrat the

Secretary's intetpfetation of lhe fraetiols il the DSII calculation, announccd in 2004 and not addcd to thc Codc of
Iederal Regulations rìntrl thc summer of 2007, was not a "logical outgroMh" of the 2003 NPRM.').
26 863 F.3d937 (D.C. Cir.20l7).
21 Icl. ai 943.
¿8 ld. at 943-945.
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removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R.

$$412.i06(bX2)(i)(B)and(bx2)(iiÐ(B). (The'2004Rule') TheBoa¡disboundbythe2004
rule."2e Accordingly, the Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR.

The P¡oviders assert that, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1), the Board must grant EJR if it
lacks the authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider
The Providers maintain that the Board is bound by the regulatìon, there ars not factual issues in
dispute and the Board does not have the legal autho¡ity to decide the issue. Further, the
Providers believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements ofthe stahìte and the

regulations.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F'R.$ 405' 1842(Ð(I) (2017),

the Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction
to conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to

decide a specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question

is a challenge either to the constitutionality of a provisron of a statute or to the substantive or
procedural validily of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

1røpr¿¿¿r lnclusion ofPreviouslv Dismissed Providers on the Schedule ofProviders

At the outset, the Board notes that the Schedule ofProviders submitted by the Provider
Representative with the EJR requests fo¡ Case Nos. I 5-049G and I 5-0554G ea ch ímproperly include
the same Provider 36-0036 for FYE 12/3112012 that the Board prevrously has issued a determination
denying the request to transfer that P¡ovider to the respective group appeals. Accordingly, this
Provider is not part ofCase Nos. 14-0369G and 14-3521G and, as such, carìnot be considered in this

EJR request. The Board will address the Provider Representative's failu¡e to comply with Board
Rnles under separate cover plìrsu ant To 42 C.F.R' $ 405. 1 868.

Ju risd iction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR reqnest have filed appeals

involving hscal year 2012.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 3 1, 2008, the participant may demonstrâte dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSfPart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pùrsuant to the Sttpreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
As,sociation v. Bowen ("8ethesda").30 ln that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

2e P¡oviders' EJR Request at l.
r0 108 S. Cr. 1255 (1988). See ø1so CMS Ruling CMS-I727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that complies with the Medicare payrnent polrcy tbr the ltem and then appeals the item to the Board. The
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report submitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a
provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the
regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor .¡/here the contractor is without the
power to award reimburs ement.3 I

On August 2I,2}08,new regulations goveming the Board were effective.32 Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Banner").33 In Banner, the provider frled its cost report in accordance v/ith the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier pal,rnent it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Boa¡d found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Court concluded that, nnder -Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
thât the Medicare Contracto¡ could not address.34

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before
January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by hling
the matter under protest.

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised Notice of Program Reimbursement (NPR)
issued after August 21,2008, the Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeai of
matters that the Medicare contractor specifically revised withjn the revised NPR.35 The Board
notes that all participant revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after
Angust 21,2008.

Medicare Coltractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the iteû. The provider effectively self-
disallowed the item.).
tt Bethesda,l0S S. Ct. ar 1258-59.
)2 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23, 2008).
r3 201 F. Supp.3d l3l (D.D.C.2016)
14 ld 

^t 
142

15 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(bX1) (2008).
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Appeals Nor Timely Filed

Pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(c)(1), the Medicare Contractor has 12 months from the date

ofreceipt of the providers perfect cost report or amended cost report to issue a final
determination of reimbursement. The Providers have 180 days after the expiration ofthe 12

month period for issuing a final determination to file an appeal with the-Board.3ó ln both Case

Nos. 15-0549G and 15-0554G, Providers #94 Lima Memorial Hospital3T and

#l2A.MetroHealth System3s filed tlìeir appeals 185 and 1 81 days, respectively, after fhe
expiration of the l2-month period for the Medicare Contractor to issue their final
determinations. The Board finds that these appeals of a non-issuance of a final determination
were not timely filed as required by 42 C.F.R. $ 405.183 5(c)(2) and, heréby, dismisses these

two Providers from Case Nos. 15-0549G and 15-0554G. Since jurisdiction over an appeal is a
prerequisite to granting a request for EJR, these two Providers' request for EJR as it relates to
their appeal from the nonissuance ofan NPR for Case Nos. 15-0549G and 15-0554G is

denied.3e These two (2) Provider's original NPR appeal will remain pending in both cases.

Revised NPR Appeal

#108 Ak¡on General Medical Center filed an appeal of its July 15,2015 revised NPR which did
not adjust the Part C Days issue as required for Board jurisdiction. The regulation, 42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1889 (2008), states that:

(a) If a revision is made in a Secretary or conffactor determination or a
decision by a reviewing entity after the determination or decision is
reopened as provided in $ 405.1885 of this subpart, the revision must be
considered a separate and distinct determination or decision to which the
provisions of .. . $ 405.1835 . . . ofthis subpart are applicable.

(b)(l) Only those matters that are specifically revised in a revised

determination or decision a¡c withirr the scope ofany appeal of the levised
determination or decision.

(2) Any mâtter that is not specifically revìsed (inclÙding any matter that
was reopened but not revised) may not be considered in any appeal ofthe
¡evìsed determinatron or decision.

3ó 42 C.F.R. $a05.1835(a)(3) the date ofreceipt by the Board ofthe provider's hearing request is no later than 180

days after the expiration of the l2 month period fo¡ the issuance of the final contracto¡ determination (as determinetl
in paragraph (c)(l ) ofthis section.
l'l Linra Memorial llospital's cost rcport was received by the Medicare Contractor on May 30, 2{J13, and its appeal

was ¡ecerved by the Board on December I , 2014.
38 Metrol-Iealth System's cost report was received by the Medica¡e Contractor on May 29, 2013 and its appeal was

received by the Board on Novembe¡ 26, 2014.
)e See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1842(a).
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Since the Akron General Medical Center's revised NPR did not adjust the Part C days issue as

required by 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889, the Board finds that is lacks jurisdiction ove¡ the ¡evised
NPR and, hereby, dismisses the appeal of the revised NPR from Case Nos. 15-0549G and
I 5-0554G. Since jurisdiction over a provider is a requisite to granting a request fo¡ EJR, the
Board hereby denies this Provider's request for EJR as it relates To the revisedNPR from Case
Nos. 15-0549G and 15-0554G. This P¡ovider's originalNPP. appeal will remain pending in
both cases.

Remaining Providers in Case Nos. 15-0549G and 15-0554G

The Board has determined that the remaining participants involved with the instant EJR request
are govemed by CMS Ruling CMS-i72'1-F.. In addltion, the participants' documentation shows
that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal.ao The
appeals were timely filed. The estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the
Medicare contractor for the actual final amount in each case. Based on the above, the Board
finds that it has jurisdiction over the remaining Providers in the above-captioned appeals.

Board's Analysis Regarding the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR request involves the 2Q12 cost reporting period. Thus, the appealed
cost reporting pe¡iod falls squarely.within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's Part C
DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and later
codified at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2)(iiiXB) as pan of the FY 2008 IPPS final
n¡le. The Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue id these requests, the D.C. Ci¡cuit in
Allina I vacated this regulation. Flowever, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to that
vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being
implemented (e.g., only cìrcuit-wide versus nationwide).ar Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the
only circuit to date that has vacated the regulation and, if the Boa¡d were to grant EJR, the
Providers would have the right to bring suit in ejther the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which
tlrey are located.a2 Based on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by
the regulation for purposes of this EJR request.

Board's Decision Regarding the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject year and that the remaining participants
in these group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

ao .See 42 C.F.R. ç 405.1 837.
At See generally Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell, 204 F. Supp. 3d 68,77 -82 (D.D.C. 2016), aff'd, 875 F.3d 701 (D.C.
Cû. 2017).
a2 See 42U.5.C. $ l395oo(f.¡(1),
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2) Based upon the remaining participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiiXB), there are no findings of fact for resolution by
the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) (2008) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid. 

l

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $S 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2008) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. g 1395oo(f)(1) and
hereby grants the remaining P¡oviders' request for EJR for the issue and the subject year. The
Provide¡s have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board he¡eby closes
those cases.
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